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Abstract

I present three papers that demonstrate how technological advances in machine learn-

ing, and the associated culture expressed in the its literature, can and should impact

quantitative security studies. Although the math behind many machine learning tech-

niques is similar to many statistical techniques, machine learning is heavily focused

on predictive capacity. I argue that quantitative security studies should take a sim-

ilar approach and take advantage of the advances made in machine learning. In the

first paper I analyze the practical utility of economic shocks as a tool for forecasting

violence in four African countries. Several similar studies have published statistically

significant findings that carry implicit or explicit recommendations to policy makers.

However, I find that despite the technical sophistication of the original papers, the

mechanism fails to add value to otherwise similar forecasting models, casting serious

doubt on the actual utility of similar models. In the second paper I present PEMA:

a flexible and powerful new system for creating event data using machine learning.

Stagnation in the data available for quantitative analysis frustrates progress and can

lead to erroneous findings and PEMA can play an import role in addressing that

problem. In the final paper I argue that digital insecurities reduce conflict and en-

courage cooperation by decreasing the amount of private information between states.

Testing my argument requires dealing with complex systems and data for which com-

mon statistical tests would be inadequate. Again, I turn to machine learning to show

that digital information can play a strong role in encouraging interstate cooperation.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The purpose of this dissertation is to explore some of the ways that research in interna-

tional relations and security studies can benefit from machine learning. I demonstrate

how a focus on prediction—a key element of the machine learning approach to val-

idating models—can improve research and how new methods can help researchers

create new data.

In many ways, the standard statistical approaches in international relations and

security studies are a victim of their own success. In-sample statistical significance

on a regression has been a near-standard requirement for papers in many journals,

whether or not the method was appropriate for the problem. As Mearsheimer and

Waltz argued in 2013, efforts to professionalize the fields combined with the short-term

incentives researchers face has led to a proliferation of simplistic hypothesis testing

that further separates academic work from policy relevance and rarely contributes

new knowledge [MW13].

My aim to show how machine learning methods can help to address some of these

problems. By focusing on prediction, researchers will both improve the quality of their

research and create work that is more policy relevant [Sch14, WMD+13]. New neural-

network based methods in natural language (and beyond) can play an important role

in creating data and helping to avoid the problems that come from data that is over-

used [Sch14]. And finally, machine learning can also help researchers isolate effects

in complex systems, letting them test bigger ideas. The methods are certainly not a

cure for all that may ail political science, but my dissertation shows how it can be

used to improve research on many fronts.

In the first chapter, I review the opportunity cost of violence and the debate
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surrounding past tests of the theory. I utilize commodity price shocks as a way

to create an “easy” test of the theory while maintaining the spatial sophistication

of past models. I demonstrate that in my tests, the theory appears to hold under

the in-sample hypothesis testing approach generally employed by political scientists.

However, from a policy perspective, such results are only useful if they can be used to

predict future trends. To that end, I show that commodity price shocks do not add

value to models predicting intrastate violence in the cases I review, demonstrating

the potential disconnect between statistical significance and practical utility.

In the second chapter I present PEMA (short for peace machine), a new system for

creating custom event data built on top of the transformer model. The transformer is a

new kind of neural network that has shattered natural language processing records and

it proves to be a powerful tool for helping researchers to create event data for whatever

problem they are working on. International relations and security studies are often

data-poor and thus the standard datasets become “overharvested”, or researchers

work on small problems where it is easier to create to their own new data. The aim

of PEMA is address these problems by packing a suite of tools that can handle every

aspect of event data creation.

Finally, in the third chapter I show how machine learning can also help improve

theory-focused work in international relations and security studies. Starting with the

bargaining theory of war as a foundation, I argue that digital technologies are reducing

private information between states and thus are also reducing conflict between states.

Rather than an argument about what is to come as technology improves, my argument

is centered on a testable hypothesis. However, my claims exist in a complicated

environment and testing them requires sophisticated tools and strict standards. Here,

I also show how machine learning can be used to isolate what matters in a complex

modelling environment and I conclude that the original insights from the bargaining

theory literature hold in the digital age.

2



Taken together, these three unique chapters demonstrate the beginning of a new

approach for international relations and security studies. By focusing on prediction,

academic work becomes both more rigorous and more useful. However, by adopting

machine learning approaches, researchers do more than raise the bar, they also open

the door to a multitude of new tools that can help them to better generate and

analyze data. This work does not need to come at the expense of theory and should

be viewed as a compliment to critical theoretical work. Ultimately, the mathematical

differences between the classic statistical approaches and the new machine learning

approaches may not be very important, but the outcomes are.
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Chapter 2

The Opportunity Cost of Intrastate

Violence and the Out-of-Sample Validity

of Commodity Price Shocks

2.1 Introduction

Academics and policy makers alike study political violence so that they can learn

to contain and prevent it. This work has exposed several conditions that seem crit-

ically linked to outbreaks of violence and few appear more important than income

and wealth. The idea that rising incomes dampen conflict is a cornerstone of the

multi-billion-dollar international aid-industrial complex [Wor12]. Donor nations of-

ten justify spending their citizen’s tax dollars abroad by arguing that it is cheaper to

fight poverty than to fight in the wars that poverty creates [FPI13]. And although

they describe it differently, when academic and policy researchers explore the link

between wealth and conflict they are often making an argument about opportunity

costs. When incomes drop, the opportunity costs of violence also fall, so we should

expect violence to increase. Building on that foundation, recent work has focused on

identifying exogenous shocks to income to isolate their effects. To that end, inter-

national commodity prices—which can vary drastically and suddenly—have proven

valuable.

In their paper analyzing the effects of commodity prices and violence, Bazzi &

Blattman state that: “It is difficult to find a better-measured, more comprehensive,

and plausibly exogenous source of high frequency income variation than price volatil-
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ity” [BB14]. It should then come as no surprise that there have been a number of

recent papers utilizing commodity price variation to analyze the income opportunity

cost mechanism of violence [DV13, Fje15, JRC15, BC10]. While these papers use

a variety of common econometric techniques, they all rely on in-sample correlations

to reach their conclusions. This leaves the literature vulnerable to the dreaded “file

drawer problem” and the fragility that Hegre & Sambanis identify in much of the

established conflict literature [Ros79, HS06].

The standing literature is also not shy about its relevance to policy. Policy rele-

vance is important and should be a goal of any researcher that studies conflict, but

such claims also entail a higher standard for validity. The application of any academic

finding functions as a pure out-of-sample test of theory. When it comes to conflict,

such tests can have very serious consequences. Accordingly, out-of-sample validation

should act both as a rigorous test of theory and as a prerequisite for claims of policy

relevance [DM05, WGB10, Sch14].

As this paper represents the first attempt to establish the out-of-sample utility

of commodity price variation, I have designed it as an “easy” test. I use vulnerable

countries that are dependent on a commodity that affects a large number of individ-

ual incomes. I focus exclusively on coffee prices and production in coffee-dependent

regions as my primary independent variable. In constructing my dependent variable

I use intrastate violent event data from the Uppsala Conflict Data Program Geo-

referenced Event Dataset (UCDP GED) in those same regions. I focus on Uganda,

Ethiopia, Rwanda, and Burundi—the four coffee-dependent nations covered by the

UCDP GED.

I reach two important conclusions. In the first stage, my findings align with

those who have established a link between commodity prices, the opportunity cost

mechanism, and violence at the year-level. Between 1990 and 2015 there were very

large shifts in coffee prices and these shifts appear to be negatively correlated with

5



intrastate violence.

However, when tested out-of-sample I find that coffee prices and production levels

are largely uninformative. While the full test shows significant improvement over

a null model (77% accuracy in a dataset with a 58% null baseline), accuracy im-

proves by a single percentage point when coffee-based variables are excluded from

the model. This should be a cause for serious concern among any academics or

policymakers hoping to learn something about conflict from the fluctuations of com-

modity prices. Ultimately, finding a statistical correlation between commodity prices

and violence will not be useful unless it holds out-of-sample. In addition to the policy

implications of out-of-sample validity, the approach is also a useful test of potential

causal mechanisms. Given the obvious practical and ethical impediments that would

arise from most experiments analyzing the relationship between income and violence,

out-of-sample testing provides a useful platform for discovering the effects of income

variation.

I proceed by providing an analysis of the literature I am utilizing. I then justify

selecting coffee as my sole commodity over a broader basket of commodities and

expand on the context of political violence in the the cases I utilize. I then summarize

my data, empirical approach, and results for the statistical tests I run before discussing

possible avenues for future work.

2.2 Context

2.2.1 Opportunity cost of violence and commodity shocks

Originally adapted from work in the economics literature focused on the rational

motivations for criminal activity, the income opportunity cost mechanisms of criminal

violence have since been applied to models of insurrection and other forms of civil

conflict [Bec68, Ehr73, Gro91, Hir95]. It is a relatively simple mechanism: as incomes

6



fall, so too fall the opportunity costs of violence. As the opportunity costs of violence

decrease, we expect to see increasing rates of violence in affected areas—as has been

demonstrated by Collier & Hoeffler as well as Miguel, Satyanath & Sergenti [C+03,

MSS04].

The mechanism is made clear with a hypothetical example. Imagine a young man

working as a laborer on a coffee farm in Uganda. His life is difficult at times and

these difficulties give him some sympathy for the rebel group that operates along

the border near his hometown. The rebels promise access to food and loot but he

will be required to risk his life nearly every day. On the whole, the opportunity cost

associated with leaving the coffee farm outweighs the perceived benefits of joining

with the rebels.

Now imagine that same young man after the price of coffee collapses–a not al-

together uncommon event. His wages are cut or he loses his job and is unable to

secure new employment because the effects of the price shock are so far-reaching in

his coffee-dependent region. Suddenly, the opportunity cost of leaving the farm is

lowered and the rebel group becomes a relatively stronger option. As the young man

and others like him join with the rebels, the group uses their new man power to take

more territory and loot more targets. Repeated across an entire population, where

farmers, truckers, resellers, and others all rely on coffee production for their household

income, the opportunity cost of violence becomes a clear target for study.

The explanatory power of this mechanism in the context of rebellion and price

shocks is strongest when households incomes are disproportionately affected vis-à-

vis the state, as weakened states may either be more likely to face insurrections as

challengers sense an opportunity (and thus the mechanism no longer depends on

personal income) or the states may face fewer challenges as the value of state capture

decreases [Fea08].

Extending the importance of disproportionate income shocks to commodities, Dal
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Bó & Dal Bó conclude that positive price shocks on labor-intensive (generally agri-

cultural) commodities will suppress conflict as household incomes rise while posi-

tive price shocks in capital-intensive (generally extractive) commodities will encour-

age it by stimulating competition over the increasingly valuable commodity holdings

[DBDB11]. Dube & Vargas reach a similar conclusion in their study of commodity

prices in Colombia [DV13]. They find a negative correlation between international

coffee prices and violence in coffee-growing regions, and a positive correlation for

international crude oil prices and violence in areas focused on extracting oil.

Among other papers focused on testing the opportunity cost mechanism via com-

modity shock, there is a divide in choice of key independent variable despite a general

consensus on conclusions. A large number of papers rely on rainfall levels as an

exogenous shock to income [MSS04, BC10, ME14] while the remainder rely on in-

ternational commodity prices [DV13, Fje15, BC15, BB14]. The published work has

generally found significant relationships between both conflict onset and intensity

whether the dependent variables are built using rainfall or international prices.

Table I. Comparison of literature

DV Commodity Region Time Space
Out of
Sample

Results

Brückner &
Ciccone

Onset
Agriculture
Top

Sub-Saharan
Africa

Year Country No +

Dube &

Vargas

Custom

Micro
Coffee / Oil Colombia Year District No +

Bazzi &

Blattman
Onset

Energy/Agriculture

Baskets
Global Year Country No Null

Fjelde
UCDP
GED

Agriculture
Basket

Sub-Saharan
Africa

Year
55km
grid

No +

Berman &
Couttenier

UCDP
GED

Agriculture
Basket

Sub-Saharan
Africa

Year
55km
grid

No +

This paper
UCDP

GED
Coffee

Sub-Saharan

Africa
Month District Yes Mixed

While there are certainly advantages to each approach, I will focus on the use

of commodity price fluctuations as it enables a more narrowly focused test of the

opportunity cost mechanism. Take, for example, a drought in the coffee-growing

regions of Uganda. The drought will certainly impact the income of coffee farmers

8



and associated laborers in Uganda but it will also increase competition for dwindling

resources among cattle ranchers, agitate the already-desperate subsistence farmers,

and it will mean higher food prices throughout the country. It then suddenly becomes

very difficult to distinguish what effects are from income and what effects are from

the myriad of other phenomena associated with extreme weather shocks.

As useful as price shocks may be for studying the opportunity cost of violence,

the complexities of real violence are worth considering. Although price shocks can

arrive suddenly, capable governments often work to shore-up vulnerable and impor-

tant commercial sectors. Non-governmental organizations (NGOs) also often aim to

allocate aid to prevent crises like the sort that can be brought on by price shocks.

This would imply that in cases where the interventions are successful, price shocks

should have no measurable effect on violence. This caveat reinforces the importance

of a check on past work. Multiple papers have found that—despite the mesaurement

challenges, long causal chain, and countervailing factors—there is a statistically sig-

nificant relationship between price shocks and violence. As I show in this paper, there

are several reasons to doubt these claims.

Bazzi & Blattman’s work stands in contrast to the findings of an important re-

lationship between price shocks and violence. Despite compiling the most compre-

hensive open dataset on commodity production and dependence to date, they fail to

find any significant relationship between commodity price shocks and conflict onset.

Although they do find that rising prices lead to shorter and less deadly wars, the ef-

fects are very small. While it is possible that they stand alone in this debate because

of well-documented biases against publishing null findings, additional work is needed

to settle the discrepancy between their results and the significant results that came

before and have come since their work was published.

Among the research that has followed Bazzi & Blattman’s work are a paper by

Fjelde and another by Berman & Couttenier [Fje15, BC15]. Both sets of authors use

9



high-resolution UCDP GED event data and high-frequency commodity price data in

order to conduct analysis of price shocks and violence in sub-Saharan Africa. Both

also aggregate their data on a yearly-level (making it much less applicable to real-

world scenarios) along the PRIO-GRID which divides the region into squares that

are roughly 55km x 55km. Both find strong correlations in support of commodity

price shocks suppressing incomes and lowering the opportunity costs of violence. The

decision to aggregate to the yearly level was likely driven by how rare violent events

would be at the GRID-month level. Despite having thousands of aggregated grid-

years, both papers rely completely on in-sample validation in testing the connection

between commodity price shocks and violence. This analysis expands on their research

by shifting to an out-of-sample framework.

Additionally, by using small grids instead of larger grids or administrative bound-

aries, both authors make implicit assumptions about the type of violence that a

commodity shock would drive. For example, if coffee prices collapse, we may expect

to see criminal violence increase a given 55km x 55km cell that is historically depen-

dent on coffee revenues but the dyadic or actor-attributable violence captured in the

UCDP GED represents more formalized behavior. The story of opportunity costs

and violence in sub-Saharan Africa—and especially the type of violence captured in

the UCDP GED that they both rely on—is about disaffected men joining violent

movements and organizations. These groups are mobile and by using artificial grids

at the year-level the authors miss many potential important effects.

There is no clear answer for what level of time aggregation is best for analyzing

the impacts of commodity price variation and while all of the standing literature

aggregates to the year-level there are good reasons to use higher resolution data. The

first reason is that the price of coffee can vary widely within a given year, having

significant impacts on those who rely on coffee for their income. This is lost when

data is aggregated to the year-level. Additionally, because no other papers have
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tested the speed at which price shocks affect violence, it is possible that the effects of

price shocks come very quickly and by using monthly data I will be more accurately

representing the underlying processes.

2.3 Variable selection and cases

2.3.1 Why coffee?

My use of coffee to test the violent opportunity cost effects of income shocks differ-

entiates my research from most previous work. With the notable exception of Dube

& Vargas, who use a hybrid approach that isolates the effects of individual commodi-

ties, the literature relies on either the prices and export percentages of a basket of

general commodities or a basket of agricultural commodities in forming their shock

measures [DV13]. While these baskets certainly do capture a large chunk of individual

income in a given country, there are important differences between commodities that

are washed out when they are combined. Given that previous work has established

that agriculture commodities disproportionately affect individuals (rather than gov-

ernments or corporations), I begin by narrowing my focus to grown commodities. I

argue that the “ideal” agriculture commodity to test the opportunity cost mechanism

should have five characteristics. It should be: primarily grown by smallholder farm-

ers, labor intensive, perennial, not generally consumed as food, and have significant

price variation over time. Coffee meets all five criteria.1

The first crucial characteristic, that a given crop generally be produced by small-

holder farmers, is important to ensuring that the effects of price shocks have a short

time horizon. Smallholdings can be generally characterized as farms that are worked

by single family growing subsistence or cash crops. Such families are entirely depen-

1Cocoa also meets these criteria but the only country fully covered by the UCDP GED that is
also dependent of cocoa is the Ivory Coast which produces a full third of the global supply. This
makes cocoa prices endogenous to conditions in the Ivory Coast.
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dent on either consuming the food they grow or on the income they raise from selling

their crops. Smallholder farmers are generally poor and so lack the capital reserves

and political influence that corporate farms may use to protect them from the worst

effects of price shocks. Smallholdings also generally employ more people as they lack

the capital necessary to mechanize. This means that any price shocks which impact

smallholdings are more likely to affect many of people.

Coffee is typically grown by smallholder farmers around the world and this is

especially true in sub-Saharan Africa [Oso05]. As can be seen in Figure 2.1, the

average coffee farm in Uganda is less than three acres [BGLT07]. Average farm sizes

appear to be similar in Ethiopia, Rwanda, and Burundi although specific data is not

available.

Figure 2.1. Distribution of coffee farm size in Uganda

Data source: [BGLT07]

The requirement that the crop be labor intensive also ensures that price shocks
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are passed on to a significant number of people. As the cultivation and harvest of

crops around the world becomes increasingly mechanized, fewer and fewer people

depend on agricultural production for their income. However, coffee cultivation is

difficult to mechanize. This is largely due to Coffea’s preference for high altitudes,

temperate climates, and partial shade. Most regions in the world that meet the plant’s

specific requirements have rough terrain that would be massively expensive to adapt

to mechanization as the technology currently exists. Though some regions in Brazil

are noted for their mechanically-friendly coffee fields, these are the exception rather

than the rule. All four of the countries in this study are reliant on manual labor to

cultivate and harvest coffee.

Third, when testing an opportunity cost mechanism, a perennial crop is a superior

tool because it requires capital investment and cannot be easily substituted. Take, for

example, a corn farmer. Each year that farmer will plant her crops, raise them, and

then harvest the short-lived plants for grain. If the price of corn collapses in a given

year, that farmer will not have to wait long before changing her fields to grow wheat,

or rice, or soy and thereby avoids many of the effects of a negative price shock on a

single commodity. While there certainly are potential costs associated with switching

crops (expertise, tool investment etc.) these costs are much lower for annual crops

than they are for perennials. The ability to switch crops between seasons means that

the opportunity costs of violence may stay high even during a shock. If that same

farmer had been growing a perennial crop, she would be largely unable to change

course without destroying significant capital investments. Perennial farmers are thus

more inclined to “ride out” a shock and so their family incomes and incomes of any

laborers they may or may not hire are more directly impacted.

Coffee does, by definition, meet this requirement. It takes an average of five years

for a Coffea plant to go from a seedling to a productive adult and the tree will produce

well for 50 years in good conditions. The difficulty of substitution is illustrated by
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the consistency of coffee production in the face of drastic price declines. As can be

seen in the Figure 2.2, even as prices fell dramatically in the early 2000s global coffee

production continued to rise.

The ideal crop for this test should also not be generally consumed as food. While

low food prices may hurt farmers, they may have wide-spread positive effects on the

rest of the population. Additionally, while high food prices may benefit farmers,

they can also lead to increased dissatisfaction among the broader population. Coffee

in sub-Saharan Africa also meets the requirement as the clear majority of coffee is

processed in a manner that destroys the (otherwise edible) fruit.

And finally, coffee is also especially valuable to this test because the prices of both

main varieties—Robusta (the main variety in Uganda, Rwanda and Burundi) and

Arabica (the main variety grown in Ethiopia)—vary significantly over time and move

separately from many other commodities. In 1989 the members of the International

Coffee Organization (ICO) abolished the quota system for coffee exporting states.

This was accompanied by internal market deregulation in many member states (in-

cluding the four in this study). Either one of these shifts would have allowed for

much wider price variations but the combined effects led to massive price swings

throughout the 1990s and early 2000s [Oso05]. The liberalization of the coffee market

is also important to testing the opportunity cost mechanism as national governments

drastically reduced their revenues from tariffs, ensuring disproportionate effects on

household income.

Coffee prices also appear to move independently from other agricultural commodi-

ties. The primary negative shocks over the course of this study happen from 1990

to 1995 and 2000 to 2005 (boom years for many agricultural commodities) because

of market liberalization and increased production. While most commodity prices fell

drastically in the global financial crisis of 2008 and languished for some time, coffee

prices held a relatively strong position and recovered quickly (see Figure 2.2).
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Figure 2.2. Coffee production and prices

Data: International Coffee Organization [Org15]

2.3.2 Case evaluation and motivation

As with commodity selection, there are a set of conditions which are useful in selecting

cases for testing the opportunity cost mechanism with coffee. The first, and perhaps

most obvious, condition in the context of this study is that the country must rely on

coffee exports for a significant piece of its national income. A coffee laborer put out

of work by falling prices, will consider the costs of work in other sectors relative to

the costs of violence. In countries with diverse economies the opportunity costs of

violence may become lower, but the strong possibility of employment in other sectors

also washes out predicted violent effects.

While countries like Brazil and Vietnam are the two largest producers of coffee

in terms to volume and value, their economies are not dependent on coffee exports.

Coffee exports account for less than 3.5% of total exports in both nations. In Colom-
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bia, the third largest coffee producer, coffee exports account for between 20% and 2%

of total exports between 1990 and 2015, making it a valuable case study for Dube

& Vargas [DV13]. Similarly, in Uganda, Ethiopia, Rwanda, and Burundi coffee ac-

counts for an average of more than 20% of national exports between 1990 and 2015

[Org15]. Reliance on coffee is important for testing the opportunity cost mechanism

as there are fewer other sources of income when coffee prices fall, making a direct im-

pact on the opportunity costs a much higher possibility. The people in many of the

districts included in this study are entirely dependent on coffee for their livelihoods

and income substitution would often require risky long-distance travel to unfamiliar

and potentially hostile areas with no guarantee of improved conditions, decreasing

the opportunity costs of violence.

In addition to a reliance on coffee, countries need to be price takers not price

makers. The production and marketing decisions of the top coffee producers can

affect international prices, meaning the price shocks may not always be exogenous

to internal conditions.2 As can be seen in Figure 2.2 the coffee output of the four

countries I include in my study account for a very small percentage of the global total

and I can thus confidently conclude that they are price takers.

The final criterion for country selection is availability of high-quality data. In an

ideal world there would be high-quality violent event data for every country (and

some machine coded event datasets are like ICEWS and OEDA beginning to look

promising) but currently the UCDP GED is the highest-quality event dataset on

violence. The four countries I include in this study are all that are both available in

the UCDP GED and meet the coffee-dependence criteria.3

2This was a problem that Dube & Vargas face with Colombia which also produces a very large
amount of coffee. To address this they instrument their shock variable on coffee production in the
three largest coffee economies.

3The UCDP is currently coding Guatemala, Honduras, El Salvador, and Nicaragua which all meet
the coffee criteria but not yet the data criteria.
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2.3.3 Regional context

Uganda serves as a powerful motivating example for the opportunity cost mechanism

of violence and its connection to commodity prices volatility. As I consider Uganda to

represent the perfect case for testing the opportunity cost mechanism, I will run each

model separately on Uganda alone before running each model on the combined data

of all four countries. To justify this claim, I will provide some background on both

Uganda’s coffee sector and its history of violence before providing brief summaries on

the other four countries included in the study.

Research on the relationship between coffee and the broader Ugandan economy

has demonstrated just how important the crop is. In the late 1980s and early 1990s

Uganda undertook a massive economic liberalization program that saw the state

withdraw from coffee marketing, abolish minimum prices, and remove coffee export

taxes which had ranged between 40% and 100% [FHK+04]. By abolishing export

taxes, the Ugandan government inadvertently helped to isolate the income-effects

on violence in the country as they now only receive indirect income from the coffee

industry, largely removing any carry-on impacts that coffee price shocks may have on

state capacity.

While the liberalization campaign did provide Ugandan farmers with new oppor-

tunities and reduced barriers to trade, it also exposed them to the massive price fluc-

tuations of the international coffee market. Despite the risks, Bussolo et al. [BGLT07]

find that the liberalization campaign, coupled with high international coffee prices,

led to significant improvements in the lives of both coffee farmers and others living

in coffee farming regions. These results are confirmed by Kappel & Lay as well as

Deininger & Okidi in an eight-year panel study covering 1992-2000 [KLS05, DO03].

Fafchamps & Hill also find that while coffee farmers receive the full force of negative

coffee price shocks, they do not always receive the full benefits of high international

prices, increasing their vulnerability when prices do fall [FHK+04]. This work pro-
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vides a strong case for the link between coffee prices and income in Uganda, essential

for testing the mechanism most previous work relies on.

An initial look at the data strengthens the claim that there is a temporal link

between coffee prices and violence in Uganda. Figure 2.4 plots monthly fatalities

over Robusta coffee prices. Violence seems to spike during negative price shocks

and subside during positive prices shocks. Although the timing of much of the civil

conflict in Uganda is potentially determined as much by what was convenient for the

national government as by rebel behavior (a World Bank loan for the Northern regions

prompted the government into action in the early 1990s and the end of the Congo

War allowed the government to shift military assets to fight the LRA in the early

2000s), popular support of rebel groups driven by negative price shocks seems to have

encouraged conflict and is potentially explained by the opportunity cost mechanism

of violence. The majority of the violence in Uganda that is captured by the UCDP

GED is initiated by three groups: the Ugandan military, the ADF, and the Lord’s

Resistance Army (LRA).

The remaining three countries that are included in my full model are like Uganda

in many important respects. Ethiopia produces more coffee than any other African

state and grows the more-valuable Arabica variety. In 2001 the coffee sector was

estimated to be the primary source of income for 15 million people (a quarter of the

total population) [KG00]. Also like Uganda, the coffee is overwhelmingly grown by

smallholder farmers [Pet07]. Market reforms were also found to have a significant

impact on the volatility of household income in Ethiopia [GS07].

Violence in Ethiopia is characterized by long-lasting civil wars and persistent

ethnic conflict. Between 1975 and 1991, Ethiopia was caught in a war that left an

estimated 1.5 million people dead. Since that time, most conflict has been centered

on competition for land and resources by various ethnic groups. This violence seem

to increase when coffee prices fall (see Figure 2.5, perhaps lending support to the
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Figure 2.3. UCDP GED events in Uganda over coffee growing land use

Note: points mapped with mild jitter; Violent events: UCDP GED [SM13];

Coffee production: MAP SPAM [YCG+14]; Administrative boundaries: GADM [YoBtIRRI16]

opportunity cost mechanism.

The coffee sector in Rwanda has become less important to the economy over

time as coffee production has stagnated and the economy has diversified. Despite

declines, it is still a critical element of the Rwandan economy with more than 430,000

households in 2002 dependent on direct incomes from coffee farming. As in the

other countries included in this study, Rwandan coffee is overwhelmingly grown by

smallholder farmers. Survey results also indicate that Rwandan coffee farmers are

willing to wait out temporary negative price shocks, ensuring that negative income

shocks are passed on to households [LNS+03].

Conflict in Rwanda has been defined by Hutu and Tutsi ethnic rivalries. Reaching
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Figure 2.4. UCDP GED fatalities in Uganda and Robusta coffee prices

Fatalities: UCDP GED [SM13]; Coffee prices: International Coffee Organization [Org15]

a notorious climax during the 1994 genocide, ethnic tensions remain a persistent

source of conflict between 1994 and 2015. After the slaughter of between 500,000 and

1 million Tutsis during the genocide, the Rwandan Patriotic Front—a Tutsi militia

led by Paul Kagame—took control of country and displaced an estimated 2 million

Hutus. Many of these Hutus formed various rebel militia groups that have continued

to fight against Tutsi control in the country. In prosperous times brought on by high

coffee prices, the opportunity costs of participating in these violent group will be

much higher than when coffee prices are low. When prices collapse, the militias may

be one of only a few options for a stable income.

The coffee industry in Burundi has not received as much attention as the industries
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in the other three countries I focus on. However, its geographic, demographic, and

economic characteristics are all very similar to those in Rwanda, making the previous

assumptions about price shock impacts and smallholder farmers reasonably applied

to Burundi. It is also among the most coffee-dependent nations on earth.

With a similar ethnic composition to Rwanda, violence in Burundi has also been

centered on conflict between Hutu-Tutsi militias. A Hutu-Tutsi civil war broke out in

Burundi in 1993. Village-level research has indicated the rebel groups recruited most

effectively out of the areas most affected by the negative coffee price shock [NV09].

This is not to say that the price shock caused the genocide in Rwanda and spill-over

violence in Burundi. However, it is possible that prices shocks have played a role in

feeding recruits to the rebel groups that have consistently practiced violence in the

time since.

2.4 Data

2.4.1 District boundaries

As my analysis aggregates both dependent and independent variables to districts, I use

polygons from the Global Administrative Boundaries database (GADM) [YoBtIRRI16].

For each country I use district-level polygons which are the administrative equivalent

of U.S. states, except for Ethiopia where I use the second-level boundaries as it has a

unique administrative structure. I create the spatial statistics using the raster, sp,

and rgeos packages in R [Hij16, BR16, BPGR13].

2.4.2 Dependent variables

For my primary dependent variable, I use a binary indicator which captures conflict

events at the district-month level as reported by the UCDP GED [SM13]. As a sec-
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Figure 2.5. Temporal and spatial distribution of conflict in Ethiopia, Rwanda and
Burundi.

(a) Ethiopia (b) Ethiopia

(c) Rwanda (d) Rwanda

(e) Burundi (f) Burundi

Fatalities: UCDP GED [SM13]; Coffee prices: International Coffee Organization [Org15]
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ondary dependent variable I aggregate the “best estimate” of fatalities at the district-

month. The UCDP GED is a hand-coded (and machine checked) event dataset that

focuses on three types of organized violence: state-based, non-state conflict, and one-

sided violence. It is crafted by hand coders who “mine news sources, NGO reports,

case studies, truth commission reports, historical archives, and other sources of infor-

mation.” Events in the UCDP GED are defined as “an instance of organized violence

with at least one fatality.” While this means that the dataset excludes the protests,

riots, and otherwise unaffiliated violent events that are often captured in comparable

datasets such as ACLED or machine-coded data such ICEWS or OEDA, it provides

excellent coverage of the conflicts in the coffee-dependent regions of sub-Saharan

Africa.

The UCDP GED is unique from many previous efforts to track violence as each

conflict event is placed within the context of an ongoing conflict and at a high-

resolution point in space and time. Events also include high, low, and best estimates

for fatality counts in each event and both sides of a each violent dyadic interaction.

It is focused on “organized violence”, meaning that unorganized or unattributable

violence will not be recorded in the dataset. As I do not anticipate the opportunity

costs of violence to affect interstate behavior, I exclude all events generated by con-

flicts between states. In her review of the data, Eck found that while the UCDP GED

was not perfect, the coding and verification mechanism its creators use in building

the data generally ensures accuracy [Eck12].

2.4.3 Independent variables

I construct my primary independent variable using international coffee prices and

district-level coffee production statistics. I source the Robusta and Arabica prices

and national production statistics from the International Coffee Organization (ICO)

[Org15]. The ICO reports per-pound prices for both Robusta and Arabica beans
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averaged over a given month in the New York market.

For district-level variation on both Robusta and Arabica production I rely on

MapSPAM - Spatial Production Allocation Model [YCG+14]. The MapSPAM project

uses a combination of officially reported statistics, satellite imagery, and geographic/climatic

variables to build a high-resolution grid of crop production. Using the MapSPAM data

I aggregate production totals for each district. I chose the production measure over

the amount of physical area dedicated to coffee production as production captures

labor usage and revenues that a physical area measure will miss. Unfortunately,

MapSPAM only provides a snapshot of production levels in 2005 and so does not

vary within districts. To capture annual variations within districts, I assume that

each district’s proportion of the national total of coffee production remains constant,

and scale output by each country’s annual production levels relative to 2005. Though

less than ideal, using the 2005 MapSPAM snapshot of coffee production is likely ad-

equate given that Coffea takes three to five years to reach maturity and will produce

fruit for twenty-five years or more. This means that production over time is likely

consistent.

I develop a new district-level measure of commodity revenue change Rdt for each

district d and month t that takes the form:

Rdt = Vdt −
1

60

t−1∑
t−60

Vdt

Where Vdt is the total value of coffee produced in district d during month t (comb-

ing time-invariant Arabica and Robusta outputs with their variable prices in New

York).4 Rit is also divided by 1 million to aid in interpretation of model results. As

this measure will always be 0 for districts that do not grow coffee, only districts with

at least one metric ton of annual production in 2005 are included in the final models.

4This overestimates the actual revenues a given district as the international market price includes
shipping, storage, and markup. However, these costs act as a near-constant scalar that will not
impact overall regression results.
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This restriction is not as onerous as it may sound. Even a single acre of tradition-

ally cultivated Coffea can produce a metric ton of coffee annually. Districts that are

excluded by this condition are unsuitable for coffee cultivation.

This measure has several advantages over other measures used in the literature. It

does not rely on a log transformation of the data to account for difference in units of

sale. While log transformations on price shocks are common in the political science

and economics literature, they compress the strongest shocks and so unnecessarily

distort their real impacts. Additionally, by averaging over the coffee value over the

previous five years for a given district, my measure could be easily applied to a

true predictive test that would be impossible using many other shock measures which

depend on averages over the entire range of the data. This measure is also reflective of

how consumption patterns adapt to medium-term increases or decreases in revenues.

A price drop from an all-time high to a 10-year average will still represents a significant

relative shock to household income and would be captured by my measure.

Concern may arise from my choice to average annual coffee production across

months due to the bi-annual harvest schedule of coffee around in most regions of sub-

Saharan Africa. Although coffee is generally harvested only once or twice a year, the

harvest period varies widely by region and income from a given harvest is generally

collected over a broad time-frame as the dried coffee to taken to market. This means

that monthly fluctuations in the international price can have important impacts on

income, even outside of the harvest period for a given region. Additionally, the

economies of coffee in my four cases go beyond farming. After it is grown, coffee

needs to be processed, wholesaled, and transported. The economies of the countries

are deeply intertwined with coffee prices and the effects of negative shocks go well

beyond the farms.

While short price shocks may be important to local economies, they are likely not

as damaging as long-term shocks. Accordingly, for each month I record a “streak”
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value that captures the number of consecutive months that coffee prices fall below

the moving average value.

Based on findings in Berman & Couttenier, and Buhaug I also include measures

for the distance from the mass centroid of each district to the closest international

border for models without fixed effects [BC15, Buh10]. I also ran models with similar

results for distance from capital although using both created a singular matrix. The

importance of these measures are particularly notable in the African cases as seen in

Figure 2.3. Rebel groups operate at the periphery of the country to thwart national

militaries bounded by international borders.

Conflict also has a well-studied contagion effect [BG08, MS80, Bea11]. Although

most of this work is focused on international contagion, the same principles should

apply to intrastate violence. To account for this I include a count for each district-

month that sums reported fatalities in the districts it shares a border with over the

previous three months. There are more sophisticated methods available for dealing

with potential contagion effects but this approach appears adequate for dealing with

the spatial nature of intrastate in this case. I also include a single-month lag term to

account for persistent conflict in a district.

Finally, I include a measure for the number of consecutive months that coffee

prices fall and a measure for the national monthly non-coffee GDP per capita.

2.5 Empirical approach

2.5.1 In-sample

Previous literature that has found significant relationships between commodity prices

and violence in single countries [DV13] and regional groups of countries [BC15, Fje15].

Finding value in both approaches, I will run a series of models on data from Uganda

alone and then the same models on Uganda, Ethiopia, Rwanda, and Burundi together
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to enable comparisons of results from my new data to previous work.

The models without fixed effects include only the coffee shock measure, the district

distance to border, the lags of neighbor and same-district violence, and a measure for

the persistence of a given negative shock (I do not include an interaction term between

the shock measure and time below average as it did not affect the final results). For

both approaches, the models run only on Uganda and the models run on the full set

of data, the only variation between models occurs when I use district fixed effects

(which requires that I exclude the time-invariant distance-to-border measure) and

when I change the dependent variable for the negative binomial models.

The first approach I take is to run a standard logistic regression on the full model.

In my second model, I use a conditional logit with district fixed effects run in the

survival package [TM00]. This approach accounts for cell-specific characteristics

that I may not have accounted for in my general model. The conditional logit also

excludes all districts that never experience conflict. As this model relies on district

fixed effects, the measure for district centroid distance to border is excluded as it does

not vary over time.

Models without fixed effects takes the form:

Cdt = Xiβ + Sitθ + ε

Where Cdt is an indicator for a conflict event for district d in month t, X is a

vector of time-invariant district characteristics such as distance to closest international

border, S is a vector of time-variant characteristics such as the primary independent

variable (Rit) and ε is an error term.

Considering the low rate of violence at the district-month level I also run a rare

events logistic regression using the Zelig package [CHI+16]. The maximum likelihood

estimation of logistic regression suffers from small-sample bias and while there are
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just over 1,300 district-months with conflict out of around 25,000 district-months

(and thus a logistic regression should not suffer from small-sample bias), I run a rare

events regression as a check [KZ01]. For my fourth and fifth models, I run an LPM

with district fixed effects and a negative binomial on district-month fatalities rather

than the conflict binary.5

Despite the apparent potential appeal of an instrumental variable approach, I—

like Bazzi & Blattman—claim that while coffee price shocks primarily impact income,

they do not only affect income [BB14]. Laborers who rely once relied on coffee for

their income may relocate during a shock, economic inequality between and within

regions may increase, and land use may shift (although this potential confounder

should minimized by focusing solely on coffee). These important effects would make

an instrumental variable approach unreliable.

In the second stage of my analysis I will draw from the machine learning literature

and use LASSO to perform variable selection and identify what is driving the results

in my model. It is a form of penalized and regularized regression that originates in the

machine learning literature but which is becoming increasingly popular in the social

sciences [KS13]. It works by applying an increasing penalty to the regressors included

in the model, identifying which variables are doing the most “work” in the model.

The properties of the method allow researchers to include more predictor variables

and to measure their relative importance to a model.

2.5.2 Out-of-sample

Classification using rare events data is a common challenge addressed in the machine

learning and statistics literature [CBTD01]. Binary classification algorithms let loose

on data with only almost all 0s will classify almost every row as a 0, making it impos-

sible to determine whether a given variable is valuable. This results in high overall

5The data is significantly over dispersed, and thus would not be appropriate for a Poisson regression.
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accuracy scores but is not informative as the same results could achieved by arbitrar-

ily predicting 0 for every row. One common approach to overcoming this problem

focuses on “rebalancing” uneven data. After running a battery of diagnostic tests

using the unbalanced package in R, I find that the Synthetic Minority Oversam-

pling Technique (SMOTE) is most appropriate for my data [PCB15]. SMOTE works

by over-sampling from the minority class (in this case, district-months with violence)

and under-sampling from the majority class (district months without violence). This

results in a dataset that has violent events in 42% of rows, as compared to 5.5% be-

fore balancing (the number of rows also shrinks from over 24 thousand to under 10).

This presents a much more interesting challenge for an out-of-sample test. My data

is a strong candidate for SMOTE for two reasons: conflict-months are rare in the

data and the real-world penalty for a false negative is much greater than the penalty

for a false positive (so long as the model does not produce so many false positives

that it becomes uninformative) [CBHK02]. I also present results from the unbalanced

dataset although there is not a significant difference in overall performance.

In conducting my out-of sample test I use 10-fold cross-validation rather than

true prediction. While this may seem like an inferior test at first glance, the later

years of my data, which would be the only years suitable for a predictive test, have

high coffee prices with only a minor, short-lived shock. Rebalancing this data would

require sampling from an extremely small number of minority cases that would have

very few rows of negative price shocks.

The actual model specifications for the out-of-sample test are identical to to binary

in-sample models with the exception that 10% of the data is held out for validation

on each run. As there appears to be no significant difference between the in-sample

outcomes of the various regression algorithms, I use the vanilla logistic regression

exclusively for out-of-sample testing. To test the out-of-sample utility of coffee prices

shocks (and thus the opportunity cost mechanism) I run the models on a set of the
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data restricted to Uganda and on another with the full set of countries. I run the

models for both sets with and without the coffee variables (the shock variable and the

shock persistence variable) to measure their contribution to the out-of-sample results.

All models

2.6 Results

2.6.1 In-sample

To ease comparisons to the standing literature I provide regression tables for the

various models I run on Uganda in Table II and for the complete set of countries in

Table III. Despite across-the-board statistical significance, a more compelling display

of the results can be seen in Figure 2.6. The spaghetti plot is constructed by varying

the coffee shock measure across its range in the data while holding the other variables

at their mean and simulating the predicted probability of violent events. As the plots

in both the limited and expanded models show, as price shocks become increasingly

negative there is a higher probability of conflict. In the standard logistic regression

model, moving from a monthly coffee revenue that is $2.5 million above the average

of the previous 5 years to a monthly average that is $2.5 million below the average of

the previous 5 year—which happened in a number of districts during the large shocks

of the early 1990s and 2000s—results is an 10% increased probability of conflict each

district. Over many district-months this is an important effect.

These results align with the previous literature that has linked commodity prices

to violence via the opportunity cost mechanism. I improve over past results in this in-

sample test by constructing my primary independent variable as a narrowly focused

test of the mechanism. I also demonstrate that there is no need to aggregate to the

yearly level to find statistically significant results.

As can be seen in figure 2.7, the LASSO identifies the lagged dependent vari-
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Figure 2.6. Simulated effects - Uganda, Ethiopia, Rwanda, Burundi

able and coffee variable as being the most important, with the GDP per captia

and distance-to-border variables maintaining persistent though marginal effects. The

Table II. Uganda Results

Logit C. logit
RE
logit

LPM
Negative
Binomial

Coffee shock -0.381*** -0.292*** -0.420*** -0.015** 0.056***
Distance border -0.006*** -0.006*** -0.009***

Neighbor lag 0.011*** 0.006*** 0.01*** 0.0008*** 0.023***
District lag -0.129 -0.057 -0.1 0.001 -0.369**
GDP pc (non-coffee) -0.008*** -0.021***
Shock duration 0.0004 0.0008 0.0004 0.00001 -0.016***

Observations 7,518 4,654 7,518 7,518 7,518

Number districts 42 26 42 42 42
Mean DV 0.063 0.102 0.063 0.063 1.712
R2 0.364

DV all except negative binomial is indicator for violent events, DV negative binomial = monthly violent event counts
Signif. codes: *** 0.001, ** 0.01, * 0.05

Conditional logit and LPM run with district fixed-effects
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lagged DV and coffee variable drive the vast majority of the model’s explanatory

power until sharply dropping off as the penalty term increases. This confirms the

results from the previous section and is should be encouraging to others who have

found similar results.

Figure 2.7. LASSO - Uganda, Ethiopia, Rwanda, Burundi

Table III. Uganda, Ethiopia, Rwanda, Burundi Results

Logit C. logit
RE
logit

LPM
Negative
Binomial

Coffee shock -0.473*** -0.2** -0.498*** -0.004* -0.812***

Distance border -0.011*** -0.011*** 0.004***
Neighbor lag 0 0 0 0 0.00006***

District lag 0.08 0.05* 0.001 0.007*** 0.3***

GDP pc (non-coffee) -0.004***
Shock duration 0.001*** 0.001 0.08*** 0 -0.13***

Observations 24,714 17,290 24,714 24,714 24,714
Number districts 124 88 124 124 124

Mean DV 0.05 0.08 0.05 0.05 0.05

R2 0.271

DV all except negative binomial is indicator for violent events, DV negative binomial = monthly violent event counts
Signif. codes: *** 0.001, ** 0.01, * 0.05

Conditional logit and LPM run with district fixed-effects
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2.6.2 Out-of-sample

As much as the in-sample results seem to indicate that coffee price shocks matter to

violence, the out-of-sample results indicate the opposite. The logistic regressions I run

output probabilities (derived from log-odds) of a violent event in a district-month.

Converting these into actual predictions to acquire raw accuracy scores generally

requires the application of a numeric cutoff that rounds the probabilities to 0s or

1s. The area under curve (AUC) measure overcomes much of the arbitrary nature of

rounding by capturing the accuracy of each model for the range of possible cutoffs.

Figure 2.8 displays the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) plots which visu-

ally display the out-of-sample performance of each fold in the 10-fold validation run

on both the balanced and unbalanced data. In a ROC plot, the more area there is

under the curve (AUC), the better the model is performing. In each ROC plot I

display the results of the full model in red and the results from a model without the

coffee variables in gray. As can be seen in the plots, both models do significantly

better than a random guess (indicated by the dashed diagonal line) but there is no

functional difference in the out-of-sample performance of the models that include the

coffee prices and the models that do not. In both the balanced and unbalanced data

over 10 folds the total AUC improves by only 0.004 (from 0.755 to 0.759 and from

0.749 to 0.753). I also provide a visualized confusion matrix for the accuracy of the

models with and without coffee prices using a 0.5 probability cutoff for 0s and 1s, as

seen in Figure 2.9.

I emphasize that this is not an exercise designed to maximize the predictive power

of a given model. Using more sophisticated methods and models I am able to im-

prove the AUC by several points but the coffee variables are consistently irrelevant to

accurate prediction.6 My aim was to conduct a basic test with high-resolution data

6For example, I was able to improve classification by a few points using a support vector machine
but again the coffee-based variables did not contribute to the final results
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Figure 2.8. Out-of-sample performance ROC

(a) SMOTE balanced — coffee (b) SMOTE balanced — no coffee

(c) Unbalanced — coffee (d) Unbalanced — no coffee
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Figure 2.9. Out-of-sample performance accuracy - 0.5 cutoff

(a) All countries - SMOTE balance
with coffee

(b) All countries - SMOTE balance
without coffee

(c) All countries - unbalanced with coffee
(d) All countries - unbalanced without
coffee
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out-of-sample, and in this test commodity prices have failed to be useful.

2.7 Conclusion

The stark difference between the in-sample and out-of-sample results serves as a

warning to others reaching conclusions about the opportunity cost mechanism from

commodity price shocks. Uganda, Ethiopia, Rwanda, and Burundi provide perhaps

the easiest test for the out-of-sample validity of the mechanism and yet the coffee price

shocks do not improve out-of-sample predictions for models run on either balanced

or unbalanced data.

My work takes a different path to reach the same conclusion that Bazzi & Blattman

reach [BB14]. This article should not be read as a dismissal of any connection be-

tween commodity price shocks and violence but rather as a call for a new focus.

Before this article, we had defensible correlations at country-year, district-year, and

grid-year levels and this article shows that these correlations can also be found at

the district-month—even across countries. Future scholars need to shift their efforts

towards making something out these correlations by finding where (and if) they fit

into predictive models.

As previous work seemed to indicate that price shocks should have predictive

utility, the out-of-sample test in this article was constructed as a test of how well price

shocks could do in predicting conflict when used mostly on their own. The apparent

futility of the variables based on coffee prices should not be read as a dismissal of

the shock value I develop or as signal that price shocks in general are not useful for

predicting violence. Rather, it should be interpreted as a call to action. Data on

commodity prices and production are high-quality and high-frequency and should be

tested as a part of other, broader models.

Ultimately, the effects that the literature identifies need to be placed within the
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broader literature on intrastate violence. Even in commodity price shocks significantly

impact recruitment and commitment levels in rebel groups, the decision to commit an

act of violence is political and this presents a challenge to the literature on commodity

price shocks which treats the shocks as a trigger in and of themselves [Bal11, Kal06].

However, a review of the broader political science literature on intrastate violence

points towards a growing understanding that there needs to be more work focused

on connecting the large and growing literature on micro and macro approaches to

understanding such conflict.[BJ14] There may yet be a place for commodity shocks

to fit into this approach.

When asked about the value of any single approach to gathering information, the

U.S. intelligence community has often deferred to what is called the “mosaic theory”.

Under the mosaic theory, critical intelligence is almost always the result of many

different, small inputs that would likely not be valuable on their own. Commodity

price shocks may eventually play a small role as a single piece of a broader mosaic that

will eventually inform strong predictive models of violence but they are not enough

on their own to guide policy. Finding its place in this structure should be the goal of

future work in this literature.
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Chapter 3

PEMA: A Powerful and Flexible System

for Generating Event Data

3.1 Introduction

The quantitative study of Militarized Interstate Disputes (MIDs) has provided im-

portant insights into power competition between states. However, as MIDs are rare

and political scientists are plentiful, academic explanations for the occurrence of such

disputes are now massively overfit [Sch14]. Recognizing the problem, many quant-

oriented scholars have shifted their focus to intrastate conflict. Here, the challenges

associated with collecting new data has led many scholars to focus on smaller prob-

lems and single (or a small number of) cases that are amenable to single-treatment

designs. Still others turning to using experiments and other small-scale methods

that—while useful in many cases—limit the real-world utility the research.

Political science research can have intrinsic value but the practical utility of most

quantitative findings in international relations and security studies depends on what

those findings add to predictive models [WGB10, Sch14]. However, prediction is hard

with rich data and it is nigh impossible with poor data [DMS20, WMD+13]. To build

models beyond what is possible with MIDs, researchers need strong event data. In

this paper I present a new approach for quickly and accurately building it.

For as long as political scientists have used quantitative methods, they have used

event data. An “event” in a political event dataset is a structured record of a political

occurrence. Everything from votes in a legislative body to one head of state praising

another to a terrorist attack can be represented as a structured event. The consis-
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tent structure of event datasets allows researchers to track trends over time, expose

relationships between events, and even build predictive models.

As valuable as event datasets may be, the enormous effort required to build

them—and the inflexibility of current systems—limits their use. Researchers are left

with a choice between spending large amounts of time and money on a risky attempt

to build their own event data or adapting their focus to fit inside the scope of exist-

ing datasets. However, recent advances in machine-learning-based natural language

processing (NLP) have radically altered what is possible for machine-generated event

data systems.

Primary among these advances is the emergence of general language models based

on the transformer. Transformer models like the Bidirectional Encoder Representa-

tions from Transformers (BERT), the Generative Pre-trained Transformer (GPT),

and their many variants, represent the state-of-the-art for many NLP tasks such

as translation, passage summarization, and text classification. Before researchers

released pre-trained transformer models in 2018, the best NLP methods generally re-

quired extensive training datasets and custom architectures while only performing well

on a single, narrow task. In contrast, transformer models excel by learning the struc-

ture of human language and the context-dependent meaning of words. This approach

lets researchers train the models on enormous of text data using a semi-supervised

approach before fine-tuning the base model for specific tasks. This approach, gen-

erally called transfer learning, drastically decreases the resource demands of model

creation while maintaining the high-performance of the original models.

These characteristics make the transformer the perfect tool for building custom

event data. This project brings the power of transformers within the reach of a broad

set of researchers. With a relatively small set of training data (approximately 100

examples per event category) and a reasonably powerful computer, PEMA (short for

“peace machine”, the name of original project) will produce structured event data
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with event types, dates, actors, locations, duplicate clustering, and even translation.

To do this, the PEMA pipeline integrates a suite of open-source data collection and

processing tools with several novel contributions built on transformer models to create

a seamless experience. Later in this paper, I demonstrate the potential of the tool

with a discussion of a project on predicting movement in civic spaces.

I begin with a review of current event datasets before discussing transformer mod-

els and the unique contributions of PEMA. I conclude with a presentation of an event

dataset focused on civic spaces that takes advantage of the strength and flexibility of

the approach.

3.2 Event data background

In making the case for the advantages of PEMA, it is useful to begin to with a general

overview of event data in political science. Categorized by their means of production,

event datasets come in one of two flavors: hand-coded or machine-coded. The dif-

ference between the two, which the names betray, is that hand-coded event datasets

are built by humans taking inputs like news stories and government reports and ex-

tracting the pertinent information while machine-coded systems rely on software to

perform the same task. Each approach has its own advantages and disadvantages,

which I review in the following section.

3.2.1 Hand coded

Most political event datasets are hand built. Most of these are built for a single

project and are not actively maintained. However, several other prominent projects

like the Armed Conflict Location & Event Data Project (ACLED) and the Upp-

sala Conflict Data Project Georeferenced Event Dataset (UCDP GED)—two similar

projects focused on political violence—operate to support general research and are
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consistently updated [RLHK10, SM13]. Both projects now cover dozens of countries

over several decades. The UCDP GED has been cited more 500 times and ACLED

more than 1000 times and both are also used extensively outside of the academy. The

datasets have proven themselves to be invaluable tools for studying political violence.

As ACLED and the UCDP GED demonstrate, human coded datasets have several

advantages over their machine coded equivalents. Humans—when properly trained—

are more accurate at coding events and more flexible with source material than soft-

ware. Most undergraduates are perfectly capable of reading the first part of a news

story, determining whether a relevant event is described in the story, and pulling out

other useful information about the event like the actors involved and the location

of the event. Further, human coders are capable of drawing events from a variety

of sources such as government reports and records that rules-based machine coding

systems are often incapable of handling.

However, those advantages are delivered at a high price and a slow speed. The cost

of human input for event data means that hand-built datasets are generally forced to

limit their geographic or temporal scope. Further, because of ongoing training and

coding expenses, most hand-built event datasets cover only a limited time before they

stop receiving updates altogether.

Hand-built data also has a significant time delay built-in. In the time it takes for

an efficient coder to process a single event record, a reasonably powerful computer

can process thousands of records. This means that while machine-based systems can

update in near real-time, hand-built datasets generally lag by a minimum of several

month. This constraint limits the utility of hand-built data for predictive projects.

3.2.2 Machine coded

To address the cost and speed limitations of hand-coded event data, scholars began

work on systems for machine-coding events [GSFW94]. With machine coding, much
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smaller teams could process much larger quantities of data at a much lower cost.

Projects like the Integrated Crisis Early Warning System (ICEWS) and the Global

Database of Events, Language, and Tone (GDELT) quickly grew to hold millions of

events [BLO+15, LS13].

However, every machine-coded event dataset in political science relies on the same

basic—often flawed—process for generating events. Each sentence is parsed for syntax

with a rule-based or statistical parser and then the components are checked against

an expansive list of rules and exceptions for possible events. This approach means

that unless the specific event types a researcher needs for their project are covered

under the scope of the event ontology the project uses the data is not useful. The

rules-based approach also limits the flexibility of the system when applied to different

dialects, translated speech, or novel event descriptions. PEMA works to address these

issues with an entirely new approach.

3.3 NLP background

A brief overview of the relevant developments in natural language processing is useful

for understanding the advantages of PEMA over older systems. Sitting at the inter-

section of linguistics, computer science, and artificial intelligence, the goal of natural

language processing to build machines that can derive understanding or meaning

from human language. Some notable NLP tasks include machine translation, auto-

mated question answering, machine text summarization, language generation, and

text classification.

Early NLP techniques were rules-based systems that relied on dictionaries and

fixed patterns to classify text or extract information. For example, early systems

designed to classify the sentiment in a given sentence would look up each word in the

sentence in a hand-built dictionary that would classify words as positive or negative
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and then average over the sentence to determine its overall sentiment. Rules-based

NLP systems grew in complexity and—to a degree—accuracy over time but con-

sistently struggled with complexity, context, and flexibility. The encoding systems

behind every current machine coded event dataset in political science are (largely)

rules-based [BCC13].

Hoping to improve the accuracy and flexibility of NLP tools, researchers began

developing methods to represent words as continuous vectors known as embeddings

[MRG+86, RHW86, Elm90]. The goal of word embeddings is to build a mathematical

representation of the meaning of a word as captured in a vector of continuous numbers.

A embedding system transformers a word like “king” into a vector of numbers (i.e.

[0.012, 0.131, ..., 0.003]). Representing words as vectors opened the door to wide

array of statistical methods for building understanding. Some of this early work was

based on the idea that word’s meaning can be derived “by the company it keeps”

[Fir57, Har54, BDPd+92]. That is, that that meaning of a word can be derived

from the words it typically appears with. However promising, computational limits

hampered the utility of these pioneering efforts.

In 2013, Mikolov et al. developed and released a new, efficient system for building

embeddings from very large corpora of text. Their work quickly became the state of

the art for deriving meaning from text and allowed for some novel demonstrations

of how embeddings build understanding. For example, they demonstrate that with

the embeddings they train vector(King) - vector(Man) + vector(Woman) results in

a vector that is closest to vector(Queen) [MCCD13].

Efficient word embeddings also enabled an early form of transfer learning. Re-

searchers quickly realized that embeddings trained on larger sets of data almost always

performed better than embeddings trained on smaller sets. Despite the computational

efficiencies the Mikolov et al. introduced, and the steady increase in available com-

putational power, building new word embeddings was computationally expensive and
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the data was often difficult to collect. However, once trained, word embeddings like

word2vec were easy to distribute, thus enabling the learning done in one area to

transfer over to another.

As powerful as they are, word2vec and similar systems suffered from the same—

occasionally fatal—flaw: each word in a corpus can have only a single representation.

This means that while a word’s context in the training phase is used to position it in a

high-dimensional vector space, each word’s embedding from that space will be fixed,

no matter what context it appears in later. This shortcoming left word embeddings

vulnerable to several linguistic quirks including:

1. Polysemy: the capacity of words to have connected but distinct meanings

(a) Ex: Man can refer to the human species as a whole or to male individuals

but will have the same embedding in either use

2. Homophony: the capacity of words to have the same spelling but entirely dis-

connected meanings

(a) Ex: Date can refer to a romantic rendezvous, the time an event occurs,

the sweet fruit of a palm tree, or several other things. However, the word

“date” will always have the same embedding

3. Modifiers: words the substantially modify the meaning of surrounding words

(a) Ex: In the sentences “I am happy” and “I am not happy”, “happy” will

have an identical embeddings

Embeddings from Language Models (ELMo) was the first system for building ac-

curate, contextualized word embeddings [PNI+18]. With ELMo, it was still possible

to train on model on a large corpus and reuse to weights to embed other sentences.

However, ELMo used a long-term short memory (LSTM) neural network and each
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word’s context to build forward (reading left to right) and backward vector represen-

tations which it weighted and summed to build a single representation. With ELMo,

the word “date” in “I am going on a date” would be in a similar space to “romance”

and more similar to “fruit” in “Dates grow on palm trees”.

Some modifications to ELMo’s approach to building embeddings allowed Howard

and Rudder to design a system called Universal Language Model Fine-tuning (ULM-

FiT) for contextualized embeddings that could also be fine tuned [HR18]. That is,

the weights for the embeddings to could be trained on a large corpus, but then easily

modified with a new set of data for specific tasks. This gave users flexibility to apply

the contextualized embeddings more broadly and more accurately.

3.4 BERT

Building on the successes of ELMo and ULMFiT, a team at Google developed an

architecture for a truly bi-directional embedding system (ELMo concates single-

direction embeddings) and used it to train BERT [DCLT18]. BERT was trained

using the cloze task: for each sentence in its corpus, BERT would randomly mask

some words and then try to predict what those words should be using the word

that surrounded it. Iterating over every sentence in its (English-only) corpus mul-

tiple times, BERT learned how to different contexts to maximize the accuracy of

its predictions. In contrast to the previously dominant approaches like RNNs, the

transformer approach gave BERT a computationally-efficient method for building a

“memory” while processing text, making it much more accurate on NLP tasks. Its

semi-supervised training processes also meant that humans were not needed for la-

belling training data and the only limit to BERT’s training would be the amount of

text that was available to it and the computation available to its builders. And, as

its developers were working at one of the most valuable and profitable corporations
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in human history, they had access to a very large corpus and hundreds of thousands

of dollars in computation.

When BERT was finished training, it broke almost every performance record for

the NLP tasks it could be used on. This is particularly notable because it did so

with very little extra training for the specialized tasks such as summarization and

classification. BERT thus became the first dominant generalized language model. To

celebrate, its creators released the trained weights for free.

Because the project was open-sourced, others were able to take the work and use

it to build even more powerful models. One of those is RoBERTa, the default model

choice for PEMA [LOG+19]. RoBERTa uses a similar training process but even more

data and larger batches. The team at Facebook that built RoBERTa broke most of

the records that BERT set and then also released the model. New transformer models

are released on an almost weekly basis. Some improve general performance and other

focus on a specific language. As PEMA is open source is built using other open source

tools, any transformer model that is made available through the HuggingFace project

(a clearhouse of transformer models) will be available in PEMA.

3.5 PEMA

In the following section I present the various steps PEMA takes to turn unstructured

data into events. As deeper technical details are available in the documentation, I

aim here is demonstrate how flexibility is built-in and to show how the system can

be used for a variety of projects.

3.5.1 Collection and pre-processing

The first step in creating an event dataset is securing news articles to parse and

extract. Some event datasets—such as ICEWS and Temporally Extended, Regu-
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Figure 3.1. The PEMA pipeline

lar, Reproducible Interantional Event Records (TERRIER)—purchase licenses from

data bundlers like Lexis Nexis. Others, like GDELT, rely on web scraping to collect

published on news websites and collected by archivers like Common Crawl and the

Internet Archive. Purchasing news data has one main advantage: coverage. Older

news stories are often unavailable on the open web and even those that are techni-

cally available are often difficult to find or otherwise unreachable through traditional

scraping methods. However, licenses for news stories can easily run into the millions

of dollars (placing them out of reach of most academic researchers) and often come

bundled with strict storage and distribution restrictions.

Due to the prohibitive costs of data licensing, PEMA includes a system for scraping

news websites and archiving services. Researchers need only to provide a list of
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websites (such as nytimes.com) and some characteristics of the sites. Using the list,

PEMA will first check GDELT and the Internet Archive for available links, pull the

available web pages from the Common Crawl and from the websites directly. It

will then initialize Scrapy spiders to recursively scrape all available pages from the

target domains (from sitemaps when available). The parsed stories collected from

the archives and publishers are then processed through a slightly modified version

of the news article extraction system news-please to extract the publishing date,

title, and story text from each article [HMBG17]. This data is stored in MongoDB,

ElasticSearch, or both.

Given the well-documented biases in English-language news sources, PEMA also

includes tools for neural machine translation (NMT) through Hugging Face or Open-

NMT [WDS+19, KKD+17]. Although it is possible to classify events with multi-

language transformer models, the actor and location extraction tools require English-

language text. To facilitate the use of local sources the PEMA pipeline provides access

to more than 100 pretrained translation models available through Hugging Face. For

languages that are unavailable in the Hugging Face collection, the PEMA documents

include instructions for training and deploying new models through the Open-NMT

framework. The pre-processing phase also executes several regular expressions to

remove by-lines and datelines from the beginning of news stories. Once the stories

are downloaded, parsed, stored, and pre-processed, they are ready to be turned into

structured events.

3.5.2 Event classification

Perhaps the most important part of event extraction is event classification. In line

with PEMA’s approach to flexibility, PEMA is not packaged with a pre-built event

ontology. Instead, users can bring their own training data and fine tune a transformer-

based model for custom event classification (or use pre-trained models from similar
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projects). With approximately 100 representative examples per event category and

(generally) less than an hour of computational time on a GPU, users can fine tune

a range of Hugging Face transformer models (BERT, RoBERTa, etc.) to perform

event classification. By default, the training (fine tuning) process will continue until

it does not improve for at least 3 training epochs. Upon completion, PEMA produces

a classification report that includes overall accuracy and a heatmap which is useful for

identifying problem-areas in the model. The training scheme can be set to produce

one event per article by taking the highest-probability classification above the null

threshold or multiple by taking all predicted classifications above the null threshold.

This approach achieves remarkable accuracy, even with default settings. To

demonstrate how accurate the system is, I trained a new classifier using ACLED

data from between 2010 and 2019. Although the source-texts for the events are not

publicly available, coders provide a short summary of each event that closely resem-

bles the first sentence of a news story. First, I trained the over 15 epochs with 100

examples from each of the six ACLED event categories, this took less than 5 minutes

on a consumer-grade GPU. I tested this model on an out-of-sample collection of 600

ACLED events (100 from each type), achieving overall accuracy and f1 scores (macro

average) of 0.88. Using 1000 examples from each category for fine-tuning and the

same 100-per-type test set, the models achieves accuracy and f1 scores of 0.94, which

likely approaches or exceeds ACLED’s intercoder reliability scores. The event-type

accuracies are reported in Figures 3.2 and 3.3.

The model also does well with the Political Language Ontology for Verifiable Event

Records (PLOVER) gold-standard data—a hand-built collection of event data used

to provide examples of event types in the PLOVER event system. Although there

are only approximately 10 observations per type across 14 event types1, fine tuning a

model with 85% of the data used for training the remainder held out for testing for 30

15 event types were excluded for having fewer than 10 observations
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Figure 3.2. ACLED performance - tuned on 100 examples
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epochs (taking less than 2 minutes on an NVidia 2080ti) achieves an overall accuracy

score of 0.77. Such low accuracy may be inadequate for building event data, but as

most of the categories were tuned with around 10% of the recommended number of

examples, the results are impressive.

The models have also preformed well on several real-world projects. The Illuminat-

ing New Solutions and Programmatic Innovations for Resilient Spaces (INSPIRES)

project, which I discuss in more detail in the next section, has used PEMA to build

two separate event encoding systems. The first is focused on civic space closure and

the second is focused on military influence campaigns. For both, fine-tuning models

with the default PEMA settings produced models with overall out-of-sample accuracy

close to 0.9 on human-coded event data, with most misses coming from presence of
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Figure 3.3. ACLED performance - tuned on 1000 examples
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multiple events in a single entry or from partially overlapping event categories.

As good as the models may be, they may require special attention for under-

performing categories. One of the key steps to improving a model is understanding

how it makes decisions. Although neural network architectures are commonly de-

rided as “black boxes”—where data goes in, predictions come out, and no one really

understands what happens in the middle—recent work with integrated gradients has

demonstrated that decision-making process of many neural architectures can be ex-

posed for interpretation. To aid in both model interpretation and to help improve

classification, PEMA includes a tool built on top of Captum that variably highlights

the key words in a passage according to how important they were for the model’s

decision-making. An example of this tool applied to single-event classifier can be
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seen below in 3.4. Using this tool, users can identify problem areas in their model’s

decision-making and gather additional data for more training as needed.

Figure 3.4. Example of model interpretation

3.5.3 Other details

To get every other piece of information needed for an event from a news story, PEMA

first performs semantic role labelling (SRL) on the raw text. SRL pulls the constituent

elements from a sentence: the who (agent) did what, to whom (patient). The SRL

packaged with PEMA also pulls any locational or temporal modifiers. The process is

visualized in 3.5. PEMA uses a pretrained SRL system from AllenNLP based on a

BERT architecture by Shi and Lin [GGN+17, SL19].

Figure 3.5. Example of semantic role labelling

Visualization by AllenNLP [GGN+17]

One challenge to using SRL systems is that they only identify arguments framed

around verbs, they do not isolate the main idea of a sentence. The full sentence

in Figure 3.5 reads: “Two people were stabbing London’s main financial district on

Friday evening but are not believed to have sustained life-threatening injuries, police

said.” This sentence has five verbs (stabbed, believed, sustained, threatening, said)

but for the purposes of an event database we are only interested in the stabbing—along
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with the perpetrators and victims. PEMA isolates the main verb in a sentence by

starting from its syntactic root and working down its dependency tree until it finds

a verb which is sufficiently similar to the assigned event class (this is the root in

many cases). In the example, the victims of the stabbing are known (ARG1) but the

perpetrators (which would be ARG0) remain unknown.

Once the potential agents and patients are identified, they need to be classified.

To maximize cross-compatibility, PEMA classifies actors using the Conflict and Me-

diation Event Observations (CAMEO) agent dictionaries and classifications. This

phase will classify actors based on their identification into categories like “soldier” or

“journalist” (the full range of available agents and classifications is available in the

technical documentation). While the CAMEO actor categories will likely fit the needs

of most projects, details on how to implement custom actor classification schemes are

available in the documentation. Rather than relying on the Open Event Data Al-

liance (OEDA) or ICEWS actor dictionaries (which identify actors by name but are

largely outdated) PEMA classifies actors in two phases. First, it looks for identifying

information in the text which it matches to the CAMEO agent list [OED20]. If an

actor is not described in the text, which is often the case for prominent figures, PEMA

performs a lookup on a local Wikipedia instance for classification details.

The system for placing events in space follows a similar pattern. PEMA first looks

inside the SRL output for any identified locations and then uses spaCy to identify

all other locations and nationalities mentioned in the text. Then, for each location

that is not a country name (which are inserted without further processing), PEMA

performs a lookup using GeoNames (for state/city/town names) and Nominatim (for

other place names) and records the associated coordinates in the event record. If no

locations are mentioned in the headline or first paragraph of the text, PEMA will

assign the story to the source publication’s country of origin.

For dating events, PEMA starts with the publishing date of the news story and
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then uses the SRL output and spaCy to identify any date modifiers. For example, if

a story is published on 1 July 2018 but begins with “Two days ago...” PEMA will

subtract two days from the publication date for the final event date.

3.5.4 Full example

In the example “Yesterday, Russian journalist Dmitriy Nizovtsev beaten by two

unidentified police officers” [Com20]

1. PEMA uses RoBERTa to create a sequence embedding and classify the story

as containing non-lethal violence.

2. PEMA runs the SRL which identifies:

(a) “beat” as the root verb

(b) “two unidentified police” as the agent (actor doing the beating)

(c) “Russian journalist Dmitriy Nizovtsev” as the patient (actor receiving the

beating)

(d) “Yesterday” as a temporal modifier

3. The actor system identifies:

(a) Named entity Dmitriy Nizovtsev as a journalist [MED]

(b) Matched entity “police officer” as [COP]

4. The location system does not identify any named locations in this headline

(although it would use the body of the story in a real case). It does identify

“Russian” as a nationality and it would default to that location if no others

were identified.
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3.6 Application to INSPIRES

The INSPIRES project demonstrates PEMA’s potential. INSPIRES is a project

led by the US Agency for International Development (USAID) in partnership with

DevLab@Duke and several organizations that are focused on civic spaces. Recent

years have been several countries become less free and less democratic. The trend

is reflected in changes to electoral systems, media crackdowns, and restrictions on

freedoms of association, among other things. With the goal of identifying patterns in

the crackdowns, and eventually building tools to anticipate them, USAID tasked the

DevLab with building an event database.

After extensive deliberation with USAID and within the project, DevLab devel-

oped a codebook with 18 event types. Using that information, I built a training set

with approximately 100 examples for event type.

As can be seen in 3.6 the model performs very well. There is some variation in

accuracy across event types, but many of the misclassified stories in the test data

included multiple events so the misclassification was a matter of human and machine

disagreeing about which event type was more prominent.

The PEMA scraping system is also performing well. INSPIRES now has a col-

lection of millions of articles from more than 200 publications. While many of the

source articles contain stories that are not relevant to the INSPIRES project, between

2010 and 2020 the collection includes over 10 million events that fall into a relevant

category.2

2Many of these stories will eventually be filtered out because the actors are not relevant to IN-
SPIRES
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Figure 3.6. PEMA performance on INSPIRES project
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3.7 Conclusion

As with any system built created from news stories, PEMA does have limitations.

More recent stories are easier to collect than older stories so the total number of stories

will tend to trend up over time. News organization also have their own biases. For

example, their coverage is much stronger in cities than in more rural areas and many

international media outlets bias their coverage towards English-speaking countries.

Researchers should take to carefully examine every publication they collect using

PEMA and adjust their models accordingly.

Despite its limitations, PEMA is a powerful and flexible tool for data generation.

It is completely open source and thus completely adaptable to different projects.

PEMA also demonstrates the potential for machine learning to improve the quanti-
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tative study of IR and security. With a bespoke dataset available within weeks for

less than the price of an RA for a semester, there will be fewer and fewer excuses to

publish new papers from the same overmined data.
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Chapter 4

Data for Peace

4.1 Introduction

Our data is insecure and that is making us safer. When combined with the incentives

that states have to misrepresent strength, private information leads to conflict. States

develop disagreements about their relative strength and commitment to fighting and

these disagreements stymie cooperation and incentivize combat as a vehicle to collect

information [Fea95, Wag00]. However, as more of the most important kinds of in-

formation are stored and transmitted digitally—and thus insecurely—the amount of

private information masking the relationships between competing states shrinks and

their incentives realign towards cooperation.

I am proposing the existence of a new security paradox for the digital age: that the

inherent insecurity of digital technologies is helping to build a more peaceful world.

My argument is a natural extension of bargaining theory. Using Fearon’s work for

exploring the onset of so-called “rational wars” and the Wagner framework of “real

wars” as an information seeking feature of a grander bargaining process, I show

how digital insecurities can encourage cooperation in many otherwise competitive

relationships [Fea95, Wag00].

I also leverage the introduction of reconnaissance satellites as an analogous case

with high-quality information to explore how sudden changes in private information

can change international competition. Like digital technologies, the changes that

artificial satellites introduced came fast and had a deep impact [BB86].

Of course, states have been collecting their rivals’ private information through
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reconnaissance and espionage for as long as there have been states. However, digital

technologies introduce a new scale and speed. Most modern states keep vast digi-

tal records of information pertinent to military capabilities including stock sheets,

weapons platform manuals and research materials, and personnel files. Further, the

private—and often strategic—communications of bureaucrats and political leaders

in most modern states are also transmitted and stored digitally. Even more, many

public-by-design Internet platforms allow states to collect information on critical pub-

lic opinions without taking a step outside their own land boundaries.

These technological shifts introduce challenges and opportunities to both policy

makers and academics that motivate this work along three dimensions. First, com-

petition in cyberspace is still relatively new and limits of acceptable conduct in that

space will be set by countries like the US that have the ability to project conventional

and cyber power. Academic insights into the implications of different policies in that

space could prove invaluable. Second, new technologies provide opportunities to test

old ideas about international relations. Finally, this project is primarily motivated a

desire to understand and preserve what is likely the most peaceful period in human

history [Pin12].

The emergent ubiquity of digital technologies has been one of the fastest techno-

logical shifts in human history. The numbers that embody the Information Age are

difficult to grasp. For example, there are now more transistors in the world than there

are leaves on trees [Win18], there are more cell phones in use than there are people

[Bor14], and every two years humanity approximately doubles the total amount of

recorded data.

Decision makers around the world are working to adapt. The change is easy to see

in open democracies like the United States. The annual US National Security Strategy

has ranked cyber threats as one country’s most pressing security problems in every

year since 2010. The US Cyber Command was elevated to a full and independent
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combatant command in 2018 and the US Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) is

currently retooling to fight cyber threats in a process that one agent likened to the

Bureau’s pivot to fighting terrorism after 9/11 [VT19].

Each of the other “Seven Sisters” of cyber conflict—Russia, China, Britain, Iran,

Israel, and North Korea—have similarly invested in their cyber capabilities [San19].

While the Seven Sisters dabble in cyber sabotage—the likely US/Israeli Stuxnet,

Russian attack on the Ukrainian electric grid, North Korean hack of Sony, and Iranian

attempts to sabotage Saudi refineries as prime examples—the primary focus of each

country’s cyber operation is espionage.

In addition to the narrowly-targeted and long-running hacking operations—commonly

known as advanced persistent threats (APT)—that states use to collect large amounts

of data from a single target, they also frequently employ dragnet operations to collect

small pieces of data from a large number of targets. These collections of data provide

many insights on their own, but are also natively digital and are generally exposed to

capture by foreign parties. Examples of this practice include the US National Security

Agency (NSA) programs leaked by Edward Snowden, and several similar programs

in China [MD13, MD18, McL16]. Notably, such programs do not necessarily involve

stealing private information.

In China, the recently leaked Zhenhua database makes the point clear. Zhenhua—

a Chinese company with links to state military and intelligence—built a database

tracking at least 24 million individuals [PD20]. Some of the data, including private

banking records, appears to have been collected illicitly, the majority of the data is

a collection of public records and social media posts paired to birth dates, addresses,

photographs, political affiliations, and social connections—all public data in the social

networking age. Although only a portion of the data has been recovered by analysts, it

is clear that Zhenhua was targeting influential citizens and military personnel. While

the exact use cases of the data remain unknown, the vast mosaic of the Zhenhua data
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makes its value clear.

Not wanting to be left behind, states without significant domestic cyber capa-

bilities have looked to the private sector to build capacity. Though generally secret

endeavors, several recent leaks have exposed the potential scale of private cyber in-

telligence. The case of Project Raven illustrates the point.

Project Raven was a clandestine team of former US intelligence operatives and

other international experts hired to develop advanced cyber surveillance tools in the

United Arab Emirates [SB19]. The team developed a tool named Karma, which

provided access to photos, emails, text messages, and location data from any target

that used an iPhone. Even without a mature domestic cyber intelligence team, the

UAE used Karma to secure intelligence that would have otherwise been out of reach.

Using the tool, the government collected the private data of activists and several

high-profile political leaders including the Emir at Qatar, Turkey’s Deputy Prime

Minister, and Oman’s Minister of Foreign Affairs [SB19].

Even without going through the hassle of developing a clandestine team, states

increasingly have access to off-the-shelf tools that give them cheap and low-risk cy-

ber espionage capabilities, as the HackingTeam leaks make clear. In 2015, hackers

compromised HackingTeam—a private Italian cyber intelligence firm—and leaked

their client list. HackingTeam’s clients included governments ranging from major cy-

ber powers like the US and Russia to more minor powers like the UAE, Honduras,

Lebanon, Sudan and Uganda. For as little as $50,000 a year, HackingTeam gave its

clients clandestine access to almost all digital communications on targeted devices,

bypassing encryption protocols by collecting data as it was created [Her15]. The

private cyber intelligence market is several-billion-dollars strong and similar capabil-

ities are available for sale through many other firms like the NSO Group, Gamma

International, and VASTech [Mau18].

While major interstate cyberattacks—attacks intended only to disrupt or cause
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damage—are extremely rare as they invite retaliation and escalation, states have

carried over the “glass house” standard from the world of physical espionage: states

try to spy on each other and so should not overreact when other states get caught

spying on them. The standard is illustrated by the widely-reported US Office of

Personnel Management (OPM) hack of 2014.

In the breach, hackers allegedly working under the orders of the Chinese govern-

ment stole a reported 22 million personnel records that included sensitive information

on people who applied for US government background checks. From an intelligence

perspective, the hack was incredibly valuable. Rather than reacting with anger—as

one might expect in the wake of such a large breach—senior government officials re-

acted with a shrug. During an interview, the Director of National Intelligence James

Clapper even vocalized what had previously been an unspoken understanding about

the response to the hack: “You have to kind of salute the Chinese for what they did”

[CM15]. When pressed by a US Senator to explain his comments, Director Clapper

made it clear: “people who live in glass houses need to think about throwing rocks

because this was an act of espionage. And we and other nations conduct similar acts

of espionage” [uss17].

While Director Clapper was certainly aware of the costs of Chinese espionage, he

was more interested in preserving the benefits he gained from being able to conduct

similar operations. An aggressive reaction in response to the OPM breach would only

encourage the Chinese to respond in-kind the next time a US intelligence operation

breached one of their systems. I argue that the glass house norm is valuable to the US

not only because of the raw intelligence that it enables the US to collect but because

it reduces the amount of private information that exists between states.

Concerns about cyber security are not limited to political elites and decision mak-

ers. A 2017 Pew poll asked Americans to categorize an array of global threats as major

or minor threats. While 54% and 64% of respondents ranked global climate and North
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Korea’s nuclear program respectively as major threats, a full 71% said that cyber-

attacks from other countries were a major threat [Cen17]. Similarly, a 2018 Gallup

survey found that roughly equal percentages of Americans consider North Korea’s

nuclear program and cyber terrorism to be critical threats (82% and 81%), with both

ranking well above the threat perceptions of international terrorism (75%) and the

economic power of China (40%) [Nor19]. Another Pew study of residents in 26 coun-

tries found that strong majorities thought it likely that sensitive national security

information had been or would likely be accessed via cyberattack (74%) and that a

cyberattack would likely damage public infrastructure in country (69%) [PJ19]. Pub-

lic opinion shapes policy and it is important that academic research contributes to

informing both.

That the threat of cyber-attacks is so salient to both policy makers and the general

public should matter to academics. Though some prominent IR scholars have begun

writing on the unique opportunities and challenges in cyberspace, the relative dearth

of work on the subject exposes a disconnect. This paper demonstrates how old ideas

from the academy can be used to evaluate the impacts of new technologies.

The Fearon and Wagner frameworks I use are well suited for understanding how

digital securities impact peace and conflict because both have information at their

core. If—as I hope to demonstrate—digital insecurities are exposing the sorts of

private information that matter for these models, interstate competition between

states with cyber capabilities and vulnerabilities should less frequently lead to war

and more frequently lead to cooperation.

Finally, this paper is motivated by a drive to understand and preserve the most

peaceful period of human history [Pin12]. Though almost every kind of violence has

declined over time, the decline of interstate war has been particularly dramatic. As

Pinker highlights, there are several reasons for the decline of interstate war includ-

ing the embrace of better angels his book is named after. Scholars of international
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relations have highlighted a series of other important changes that contribute to our

personal Pax Romana including the spread of democracy, deepening economic inter-

dependence, and (perhaps most importantly) the advent of nuclear weapons—which

drastically raised the costs of direct wars between major powers. It is not my con-

tention that digital insecurities are more important (or even as important) to the

modern peace as the major explanations in the standing literature. However, they

could be an important part of a larger mosaic of causes leading to a more peaceful

world.

I make my argument in two parts. First, I outline two major shifts in private

information: the emergence of satellite technology and the digital revolution. I show

how each reduced private information, with a focus on the digital revolution as the

impacts of satellites and spy jets are more obvious. Further, I show how the emergence

of these technologies coincides with a period of unprecedented peace between states.

However, three major shifts have coincided with the changes to private information

I focus on and have also likely reduced conflict between states: nuclear proliferation,

democratization, and rapid economic development/interdependence. As such, iden-

tifying that massive shifts in private information is a necessary part of my argument

but it is not sufficient.

To identify whether the reductions in private information I identify matter—even

when accounting proliferation, democratization, and development—I turn to machine

learning. Recent advances in machine learning make it possible to unravel pieces

of complex relationships across time. I utilize the lasso model (with out-of-sample

validation) and data on cooperation and information to highlight the effects of private

information on the relationships between states.

With this structure, my project is a test of a foundational theory in international

relations. If we start by the consistent premise of bargaining theory that private

information is a crucial driver of rational war, we must also accept that anything
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which substantially reduces private information also discourages war. If this pattern

is not observable, either private information is not as important to war as we thought

or rational wars are not as common as we thought and future scholars should look

elsewhere to. However, my analysis indicates that technologies which reduce private

information have an important and measurable effect on cooperation.

4.2 Background

4.2.1 Bargaining Theory of War

Serving as the foundation for many of the most important ideas in conflict studies,

the rationalist approach to war, or bargaining theory, has become an indispensable

part of the modern study of international relations [Fea95, Wag00, Lak10, Gar99].

There is a simple question at the heart of the rationalist puzzle: why would rational

actors ever go to war. War is costly and often diminishes the value of the prize

it is fought over. Because war is costly but cooperation is free, there is always a

possible negotiated settlement between rational actors. Why, then, do states not

preempt every war with a negotiation? As absurd as that question may seem to

those unfamiliar with the rationalist literature, the idea that war exists primarily in

the error term is supported by the fact that states cooperate so much more than they

fight [Gar99]. Further, almost every modern conflict has ended with a negotiation.

From a rationalist perspective, avoid war is a matter of adjusting the timing of that

negotiation.

I begin with basic summaries of the Fearon and Wagner models. In Fearon’s model

of rational war, two states—A and B—are competing over a prize of a fixed value

between 0 and 1. The end points are also the ideal points (most preferred outcomes)

of the two competing states [Fea95]. In Figure 1, B’s most preferred outcome is at

0 and A’s is at 1. Given the states’ relative capabilities, p is the probability of A
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winning a war with costs cA and cB for countries A and B respectively. And should a

war break out, it is assumed to be a costly lottery in which the winner imposes new

conditions at their ideal point. Thus, A’s expected utility of war is p − cA and B’s

expected utility is 1 − p − cB. As can be seen in Figure 4.1, the costs of war ensure

that there is always a cooperative outcome that should be preferred to war.

This model requires three assumptions. First, states must know that a true p

exists (even if they understand that private information may be obscuring their own

estimates). By accepting p, states also then accept that there must be some bargain

that all prefer to a fight. Second, states are assumed to be risk-neutral or risk-averse.

This is a fair assumption given that leaders want to stay in power and maintain

control of their territory and so should not prefer to gamble either in a war. And

finally, disputes are assumed to be divisible.

Given these assumptions, there is always a cooperative space that the two states

should prefer to war. However, states hold private information about their military

capabilities, the costs they would assume in a war, and their willingness to suffer those

costs. In addition, they have strong incentives to misrepresent their true position.

For example, a state may have incentives to conceal a new weapon that would shift

p in their favor if their opponent is caught off guard. Conversely, they may wish

to overrepresent their strength to secure a stronger bargaining position by raising

their opponents estimated costs. States also have incentives to misrepresent their

commitment to fighting a war to raise their opponents cost estimates and open the

bargaining space in their favor.

Private information and incentives to misrepresent it obscure the location of the

bargaining space. For example—as is shown in Figure 4.2—if A and B have each

secretly developed new weapons platforms that they assume would give them a sig-

nificant advantage in a potential war, their estimates of p could be 0.8 and 0.4 re-

spectively—not knowing their innovations mostly offset and that the true p remains
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unchanged. With each thinking that their military has a high probability of winning,

neither will accept the cooperative proposal of the other. Their skewed estimates of

p inflate the estimated utility of war to the point that it exceeds the estimated costs.

Thus, even otherwise rational actors can enter into a fight that neither should prefer.

Figure 4.1. Fearon bargain model

An example of the standard bargaining model wherein the two parties have

an overlapping cooperative space.

Figure 4.2. Fearon war model

An example of the standard bargaining model wherein private information leads

to conflicting estimates of p (p̂), leaving no space for cooperation.

Information asymmetry is at the heart of Fearon’s model. As seen in Figure 4.3,

he identifies three types of private information central rational wars. First, military

capabilities, strategies, and tactics. Second, leaders’ commitment and popular resolve.

And third, the intentions of third-party states. I demonstrate later in the paper

how each is affected by digital insecurities. He also acknowledges that emotional

commitments held by leaders (like a belief that their own soldiers will fight more

bravely than their adversary’s) and miscalculations of probable outcomes based on

the complexity of the world play a role in obscuring the bargaining space. However, as

both are irrational they do not factor into his explanation. Further, it is fair to assume
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that emotional commitment are—in the aggregate—constant over time and so are not

useful for explaining the observed variance in conflict. Complexities—which should

encourage irrational conflict—have also only increased as new operational theatres

have opened and so cannot explain the reduction.

Figure 4.3. The role of information asymmetry in Fearon’s model.
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The Wagner model expands the role of information in conflict by framing “real

war” as an information gathering tool in a broader bargaining process [Wag00]. Build-

ing on Blainey’s claim that in order to understand why wars start one must under-

stand why they stop, and Clausewitz’s Zeitgeist-embedded characterization of war as
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“a continuation of political intercourse, with the addition of other means”, Wagner

notes that nearly all wars end not because one side is completely defeated but because

the competing parties agree to stop fighting. From this he argues that wars should

not be treated as separate from the bargaining that can precede and generally does

end them, but as a part of a single process [Bla88].

Figure 4.4. Wagner war model

Uncertainty around p is marked by the grey coloring, highlighting the incompatible

expectations of A and B.

As in Fearon’s model, private information and incentives to misrepresent get in

the way of possible cooperation. In the pre-war phase of a conflict, both factors cause

states A and B to have some uncertainty around p. p̂L and p̂H represent B’s low and

high estimates of p respectively. Uncertain of the outcome but aiming to maximize

their share of the prize, B makes an offer between p̂L and p̂− cA. However, this offer

will not satisfy A which is looking for a deal close to p̂H . Unable to reach a bargain,

the two states go to war and stochastically reveal information about their capabilities

and willingness to accept losses until the information gap has been sufficiently closed

to allow for a bargain.

Under Clausewitz’s conception of “real war”, military operations have two main ef-

fects. First, they can directly influence relative capabilities by weakening the enemy’s

capacity to fight or by capturing territory. Second, they reveal crucial information

about relative capabilities and the likely costs of further conflict. While digital vul-

nerabilities may have a role to play in affecting capabilities, the scope of this paper is

limited to the information portion of Wagner’s model as information alone is enough

to affect war duration. War ends when states no longer have an incentive to reveal
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additional information through combat. By implication, if digital insecurities reveal

private information, the relative costs of securing more information through combat

go up, making wars less likely and shorter in duration.

While most work on bargaining theory focuses on what happens when things

go wrong (war) another implication of the theory is that when enough information

is available, states should cooperate. This cooperation can take many forms but

in the face of a crises generally involves steps taken by both parties to reach an

agreement. Over time, these agreements may be formalized to reduce the risks of

crises all-together. This dynamic is made clear by the Cuban Missile Crisis.

Put briefly, the Cuban Missile Crisis is defined by a short period of escalated

tensions between two high-information (both having already launched and recovered

spy satellites successfully along with establishing sophisticated intelligence networks)

and high-power states. The stakes were high but both sides were aware of the costs

of a war and thus reached a cooperative agreement that saw the USSR pull nuclear

weapons from Cuba and the US pull nuclear weapons from Turkey and Italy [AZ+71].

The crises ended, as most do, with cooperation.

4.2.2 Limitations of Bargaining Theory

Of course, bargaining theory has its critics. Lake’s Two Cheers for Bargaining Theory

uses the Iraq war as a case for examining the utility of bargaining theory and to

suggest some amendments [Lak10]. As the title of the paper suggests, Lake finds

that while the principles of bargaining theory seem to capture many of the strategic

dynamics in the leadup to the 2003 Iraq War, they fail to explain why the US and

Iraq were unable to cooperate to prevent war. Lake suggests several amendments to

the standard theoretical explanation for war but emphasizes the need to account for

cognitive and decision-making biases.

Inspired by the success of behavioral economics, Lake argues that the decision-
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making process that drove the US and Iraq to war is better explained using psycho-

logically plausible models of human decision making rather than strict rationality. He

highlights prospect theory—which predicts that decision makers will be risk-averse

when seeking gains and risk-acceptant when seeking to prevent losses—as an exam-

ple of how to explain the otherwise perplexing choices Saddam Hussein made in the

build-up to the US invasion [Kah03].

Lake makes a sensible comparison to economics [Lak10]. Neoclassical economics

rests on the same rationality assumption as the bargaining theory of war and is largely

unable to explain the manias and panics that regularly occur in markets. It is safe to

say that any purely rational model of human behavior in international relations will

not be complete.

Many conflicts also have no hint of “rationality”. Fearon acknowledges that not

all conflicts can be bounded by rationality, such as wars over indivisible prizes and

wars involving strong emotional/religious commitments. Some leaders clearly even

see war as having a positive utility on its own, a mechanism shoring up domestic sup-

port and building an international reputation that could deter potential challengers.

However, even though rationalist assumptions may not explain every conflict, the

theory still seems to hold value in explaining many of them. It also explains why

most international relationships are defined much more by cooperation than conflict.

4.2.3 Digital insecurities

The academic literature on cyber intelligence and the implications of digital infor-

mation is as sparse as the literature on rational war is rich. Political scientists have

regularly demonstrated an aptitude for studying new technologies and are able to

quickly adapt their research to fit pressing problems. The abundance research and

new ideas that quickly followed the collapse of the Soviet Union or 9/11 demonstrate

the flexibility of the field. Cyberwar and cyber espionage have not benefited from the
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same focus, despite their increasingly preeminent position in policy-focused security

circles [Kel13]. This is likely the result of a combination between the unfamiliar tech-

nicalities and secrecy of international competition in cyberspace. Political scientists

write well about nuclear weapons without understanding all the physics behind the

bomb because the implications of a massive explosion are abundantly clear. The

specific capabilities states have in cyberspace are much less obvious.

Despite the challenges, researchers have produced valuable work on the relation-

ship between digital insecurities and conflict which can be broadly categorized as

information warfare literature or general IR.

The literature on information warfare explores how information technology is

changing the way militaries fight. Feaver offers an early vision of information war-

fare that is pessimistic about the effects of digital technologies [Fea98]. Exploring

the then-theoretical implications of digitally-enabled phenomena like deepfakes and

fake news, Feaver postulated that spread of false information may encourage conflict

by removing leaders’ confidence in their own information. While it is important to

consider that States can—and likely do—plant false information in their own digital

systems, successfully misdirecting an adversary with full access to a digital network

would require flooding the system with so much misinformation that it would ren-

der it useless on its own. The costs of such a strategy would defeat the point of

digitization.

Further, technological advances also hedge against Feaver’s argument. For ex-

ample, while deepfakes have become increasingly effective at deceiving human eyes,

deepfake detection algorithms are extremely accurate and require much less com-

putational power to detect than deepfakes require to create [RCV+18]. Further, the

Snowden leaks revealed that the NSA was able to successfully tap the personal devices

of several world leaders [MD13]. If leaders become aware that their communications

are no longer private but to perfectly protect against their communications being
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intercepted they would have eschew digital communication altogether or spend a sig-

nificant portion of their time personally spreading misinformation—a choice most

seem unlikely to make.

In the international relations literature, Nye explored the status and future of

deterrence in cyberspace [NJ17]. He concludes that while none of the four stan-

dard deterrent tools—punishment, denial, entanglement, and norms building—works

perfectly in cyberspace, each could play a role in effective cyber deterrence. Nye’s

discussion of cyber norms is particularly relevant to my argument. Nye argues that

norms around the types of acceptable targets and tools can have an important role

in shaping how states compete in cyberspace. Though norms and taboos will not

eliminate undesirable behaviors—just as conventions against biological or chemical

weapons did not eliminate their development or use—states that care about their

international reputation and relations face serious costs to violating them.

Rid’s book is perhaps the most comprehensive study of cyber issues from a political

science framework [Rid12]. He argues that despite all the focus on cyber sabotage,

cyber tools are far more commonly used for espionage and details a catalog of high-

level interstate cyber espionage cases. Despite the prevalence of cyber espionage,

Rid argues that for the states with the most competent intelligence agencies, cyber

intelligence will not be a game-changer. With extensive satellite systems and human

intelligence networks, the most powerful intelligence agencies will benefit from digital

insecurities, but traditionally weaker intelligence states may stand to much larger

relative gains.

4.2.4 The information revolution that wasn’t

Readers familiar with the “information revolution” literature in security studies may

find that their experience makes them wary of the argument I am making. Their

skepticism is warranted; the discredited predictions from either academic or policy
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circles could fill volumes. However, a brief review of the literature should illustrate

the difference between my argument and the information revolution. Beginning in

the 1990s and extending into the early 2000s, the US military developed plans to

undergo an “information technology revolution in military affairs” (IT-RMA) [AGS00,

McM03, HBB+00]. The goal of the IT-RMA was the “comprehensive awareness of

all the decision-relevant elements within a defined battlespace, and the ability to

predict, with a very high degree of confidence, near-term enemy actions and combat

outcomes” [McM03].

The goals of the IT-RMA were both broad and deep. On the battlefield, planners

envisioned combat theatres where the US enjoyed “dominant battlespace knowledge”

with automated target recognition, integrated and accurate tracking of all friendly

and hostile forces, predictive analytics, and a powerful communications network to

deliver that information to the right places. And in the war room, planners would

enjoy the insights of persistent surveillance and analytics from a “Global Information

Grid”. The goal was to build a network that could deliver relevant intelligence in

near-real-time but also generate “predictive intelligence” on the tactical and strategic

decision making of US adversaries [McM03].

Early proponents of the IT-RMA had no shortage of optimism. More than just im-

proving intelligence and coordination, decision makers like Admiral William Owens,

the Vice Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, claimed that new technologies would

let the US “see and understand everything on the battlefield”, entirely eliminating

the fog of war [Mur97]. Such assessments ignored the possibility that the as-yet-

undeveloped technologies would never arrive and the reality that even if they did,

perfect predictions of human behavior would require perfect models of human psy-

chology (which will never exist). Thus, the military embraced what then Lieutenant

Colonel H. R. McMaster called the “dangerous fallacy” of near-certainty in future

war [McM03].
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As is often the case with revolutions, he reality of the IT-RMA fell far short of the

dream. In Kosovo, the air campaign likely accelerated the ethnic cleansing it was de-

signed to end and American smart bombs landed on a refugee convoy and the Chinese

embassy. It was not until the failure of the initial strategy was realized—something

that would not have happened if the IT-RMA was working—that ground forces were

deployed and stabilized the conflict [McM03]. In Afghanistan, Stephen Biddle’s re-

view of early combat operations concludes that, while thinned, the fog of war still

thick enough to obscure strategic decision making. He observed that despite “persis-

tent reconnaissance drones, airborne radars, satellite surveillance, thermal imaging,

and hypersensitive electronic eavesdropping equipment... the earth’s surface remains

an extremely complex environment” [Bid02, McM03]. As for Iraq, miscalculations

about Hussein’s WMD program the implications of toppling his regime have become

synonymous with intelligence failure [Jer10, Bet07, RSL+05].

Decision makers did get weapons with more precision, speed, and range—shortening

the time-horizons increasing the demands for high-quality intelligence. They also en-

tered a much more complex information space. Networks of sensors and analysts also

produced more information than ever before, and arguably introduced more noise

than actionable intelligence as the military adapted to their new systems.

It also became clear that human behavior would never be perfectly predictable.

Strategic adversaries will adapt to new technologies and—absence the ability to re-

mote read minds—intelligence will never be entirely complete. The fog of war can be

lifted through technology, but it cannot be eliminated [McM03].

While the IT-RMA failed in some ways, it was the timelines and not the ideas

that were unrealistic. Advances in machine learning in the last five years have led

to the development of computer vision and natural language processing systems with

performance approaching human levels [TL19, RS20]. The tools are not perfect, but

they compared to the available equivalents in 2003 they are “revolutionary”. This
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sentiment in echoed is reflected in the “Third Offset” strategy that currently guides

the long-term planning for the Department of Defense. The techno-futurism of the

IT-RMA is gone, and in its place is a plan to integrate the already-realized advances

in AI and “big data” [Mat18, HS20].

Predicting the future is hard and predictions about the feasibility and utility of the

IT-RMA turned out to be unrealistic. However, as the short-comings of the IT-RMA

relate to my project, there is one crucial difference: my argument does not depend

on far-reaching technological advances. In fact, I argue that digital insecurities—

an inherent weakness of digital technologies—are already encouraging cooperation

between states and have been for some time. My argument is testable right now.

Further, I reject the unrealistic claims about further information revolutions turn-

ing interstate competition into a game of perfect knowledge [Vin20]. Some important

information will always be hidden, and human behavior will never be completely pre-

dictable. However, despite these limitations, digital insecurities still reduce (but not

eliminate) private information in the aggregate. The overwhelming majority of states’

private information is now stored and transmitted digitally. While it will never be

possible to predict exactly what decisions (often irrational) leaders will make, an ana-

lyst with access to, for example, a leader’s personal communication will undoubtedly

make better predictions over time.

4.3 How information insecurities encourage peace

Digital insecurities encourage peace by reducing the amount of private information

between states and opening the bargaining space. I begin by expanding on Fearon’s

comparison of pre-war and pre-trial negotiations before arguing that the mechanism

holds even when insights from the behavioral literature are introduced.

The cooperation-encouraging effects of mandatory pretrial disclosures demon-
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strate both how important private information is, and why competing states would

be unable to trade private information, even if they wanted to. The pretrial phase

of a legal dispute looks very similar to the pre-war phase of an escalating interna-

tional political dispute. Two competing litigants (states/leaders), each with their

own estimate of victory in a costly trial (war), are given an opportunity to reach

a cooperative agreement. As in political disputes, there exists both a bargain that

should be preferred to a trail, and private information/incentives to misrepresent that

risk frustrating the process of finding that bargain.

Where pretrial and pre-war disputes differ is in how they deal with private informa-

tion. Where courts mandate discovery phases and harsh punishments for withholding

information, the international system has only anarchy. The discovery process is an

essential feature of a healthy legal system and is extremely effective at encouraging

bargaining.

In principle, both sides of a pre-war dispute should agree to sharing information

in a similar way. Each side should recognize that whatever advantages they gain by

preserving their private information are offset by the private information the other side

holds. However, without the enforcement of a court, the incentives to misrepresent

private information significantly reduce the value of voluntary disclosures.

To reach a successful bargain (to either prevent or end an armed conflict), com-

peting states often require more information about the anticipated costs of future

conflict. How capable is the adversary? What losses are they willing to sustain in a

fight? As under Fearon’s framework, states have strong incentives to misrepresent this

information to extract concessions from each other. Information revealed in combat

is much harder to manipulate. Wagner illustrates the relative value of information

won in combat to a horse race:

If I own a horse that I claim is faster than yours and you are skeptical

of my claim, which would you rather do: find a way of inducing me to
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reveal any private information I might have that would support my claim,

or time the horse? [Wag00]

While information collected through digital insecurities is not as valuable as in-

formation gained from combat, it is more valuable than information volunteered by

a competing interest with incentives to misrepresent and has very low acquisition

costs. In this way, it provides a method for credibly estimating the capabilities and

commitments without the costs of combat, collapsing p̂H and p̂L in towards the true

value of p and decreasing the time needed to reach a cooperative space. It is not a

source of perfect information but still method for reducing private information.

The differences between the Fearon and Wagner models are less important than

their similarities. Each of the models explain how some wars begin and that Wagner’s

model explains why some wars end when they do. It is also clear that insights from

the behavior literature explain some wars that neither of the foundational works of

bargaining theory can.

With some slight modifications, the insights of the behavior literature can also

be applied to the Fearon and Wagner models. The relevant findings from behavioral

economics all focus on how humans react to risk under uncertainty. Prospect the-

ory, for example, predicts that whenever states appear likely to lose a part of the

prize they held in the status quo they will have a higher tolerance for losses [Kah03].

This behavior can be built into estimates of c. Other insights include the findings

that experts are not very good at predicting that people generally overestimate their

competence, and that most focus on what they know and ignore what they do not

[Tet05, Kah11]. However, all these behaviors become less pronounced as more accu-

rate information is made available to decision makers. To integrate insights from the

behavioral literature it may make sense to model values like p − cA and p + cB as

distributions shaped by available information and the predictions in the behavioral

literature, with overlapping distributions as a probability space for bargaining that
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allows for irrational but otherwise expected outcomes.

Ultimately, modelling choices made between these three have very little effect on

the argument I make. In each model, digital insecurities help states more closely

estimate true strength and commitment and thus reduce violent conflicts.

4.4 Satellites changed private information

No technology has altered the nature of private information more fundamentally

than artificial satellites. Equipped with power optical or radar imaging technology,

satellites expose everything from troop movements, to infrastructure developments,

to missile launches. As impressive as the technology is, militaries have conducted

aerial reconnaissance on a large-scale since WWI and Cold War era spy planes like

the U2 or SR-71 produced better images than all but the most recent generations

of reconnaissance satellites. What satellites changed for private information was the

persistence and acceptance of surveillance .

Satellites played an important role in keeping the Cold War from turning hot

[Gad06]. Although Gaddis accurately gives the bulk of the credit for the lack of

direct conflict between the US and USSR to the threat of nuclear war, he argues the

ability for each of the superpowers to watch the other was critical to maintaining the

uneasy peace. Of course, the Soviet Union and United States did more than just not

fight, they actively cooperated throughout the Cold War, most notably through arms

control agreements that likely would have never been signed if the US and USSR did

not have high-quality intelligence through satellite imagery.

The early days of satellite reconnaissance also hold several lessons for our current

approach to digital technologies. Both are persistent and generally inconspicuous,

both provide access to the sorts of critical private information that can help to dis-

suade conflict and enable cooperation, and the utility of either depends on the formal
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and informal agreements that powerful states form governing their use.

In the case of satellites, special care was taken from the beginning to ensure that

overflights would become universally accepted and entirely uneventful. Although

proposals to establish legal norms around satellites date back as far as 1932, early

formalizations of sovereignty over airspace did not include an upper limit [BL04, 74].

This is highlighted by some of the earliest work on the feasibility of reconnaissance

satellites in the 1952 Beacon Hill Report. Although the 15 civilian experts endorsed

the possibility of reconnaissance satellites, they noted that orbiting over the Soviet

Union would violate their airspace and would thus require approval from the US

President.

Recognizing the potential value of reconnaissance satellite, US policy planners

began setting the groundwork for an “open” outer space. In 1954, signatories to the

second general assembly of the Special Committee for the International Geophysi-

cal Year (CSAGI)—an international scientific body which included the US and the

USSR—agreed to the US proposal of launching and orbiting scientific satellites in

1957. This agreement jumpstarted the space race and laid the foundations for an

internationalized out space [McD85].

From then on, US efforts to build and launch satellites took on a scientific veneer.

Although the military nature of the endeavor was clear to anyone interested in look-

ing, the project to launch the first US satellites was led by the National Academy

of Sciences and the National Science Foundation–with the Department of Defense in

an “assisting” role. Although the exact reasoning behind several of the decisions in

the satellite program are not clear, the effect was to make the first launch appear as

scientific as possible. For example, the decision to launch the first American satellite

from the research-oriented Viking rocket platform rather than military-oriented Red-

stone rocket platform likely delayed the launch by at least a year, opening the door

for the Soviets to be first in space [McD85, 134]. Additionally, the initial payloads
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were entirely scientific, and the first launches were timed to coincide with the CSAGI

agreement.

Along with the scientific cover, the Eisenhower administration had a deliberately

casual response to the Sputnik satellites. Although Sputnik was a public relations

coup for the Soviet Union, Eisenhower’s response was notably tepid [DD93, xiv].

Although Eisenhower may have underestimated the propaganda value of Sputnik, he

was clear-eyed about what was to come next [McD85, 134]. Announcing Sputnik’s

success to President Eisenhower, Deputy Secretary of Defense Quarles highlighted

the upside: “...the Russians have in fact done us a good turn, unintentionally, in

establishing the concept of freedom of international space .... The President then

looked ahead five years, and asked about a reconnaissance vehicle” [McD85, 134].

Eisenhower recognized that even though the Soviet Union would undoubtedly develop

reconnaissance satellites eventually, the US would gain more than it would give up.

The value that Eisenhower saw in reconnaissance satellites is exemplified by their

critical role in the missile gap crisis of the late 1950s.

4.4.1 The missile gap

The “missile gap” was the US intelligence community’s (false) perception of the Soviet

Union’s overwhelming advantage in intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM) deploy-

ment and production capacity. The gap was a central concern of US intelligence

agencies starting even before the first successful Soviet ICBM test in 1957 until sev-

eral successful Corona satellite launches between 1960 and 1961 definitely proved that

the missile gap was a myth.

The saga of the missile gap contains at least two important lessons for those

interested in the role of information in modern international relations.

First, traditional espionage would no longer be enough. The Soviet Union became

a hardened society after WWII, and even extreme and high-risk innovations like the
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U2 aircraft would give only limited and temporary insights. Further, classic espionage

and high-altitude overflights would prove to be politically risky. It was not until the

US developed a reconnaissance satellite that it had a reliable and politically-palatable

method for collecting intelligence in the USSR.

Second, even as high-quality intelligence was becoming increasingly difficult to

acquire, nuclear weapons would make it more important than ever. Without intelli-

gence, the threat of nuclear weapons would stymie cooperation and force governance

by fear. Despite the enormous costs and risks of the nuclear arms race, it would not

be until the US and USSR both had capable satellite reconnaissance that they were

able to cooperate on arms reduction treaties. Speaking several years after the missile

gap crises had ended, President Johnson makes this clear in his description of the

value of the satellite program:

We’ve spent $35 or $40 billion on the space program. And it nothing

else had come out of it except the knowledge that we gained from space

photography, it would be worth ten times what the whole program has

cost. Because tonight we know how many missiles that enemy has and,

it turned out, our guesses were way off. We were doing things we didn’t

need to do. We were building things we didn’t need to build. We were

harboring fears we didn’t need to harbor. [Cla67, McD85]

The origins of the missile gap show exactly how dangerous some kinds of private

information can be. By the time Khrushchev announced the USSR’s first successful

test of an ICBM in 1957—just weeks after the successful launches of Sputniks I

and II—US intelligence had already begun work on estimating both the missile’s

capabilities and the Soviet ability to produce more of the missiles. They correctly

concluded that the missile had the capabilities that the Soviets claimed but wildly

overestimated the Soviets’ ability (or desire) to mass produce it. From the beginning,
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official estimates of Soviet ICBM stocks were off by an order of magnitude. With

National Intelligence Estimate (NIE) 11-5-59, the intelligence community collected

and formalized the estimates of the military branches and launched in missile gap

crisis.

As can be seen in figures Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6 estimates varied widely but were

universal in their drastic overestimations of Soviet ICBM stock and future production.

Because the US intelligence community’s estimates were so dramatic, even their most

optimistic projections placed the Soviet ICBM count at over double of projected US

production. More than a matter of national pride, a missile gap as severe as the one

found in US estimates would have dire implications for the security of the United

States.

Figure 4.5. Intelligence community estimates of Soviet ICBM deployment
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At the heart of the panic of the missile gap was the potential for the US to lose
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Figure 4.6. US Air Force estimates of Soviet ICBM deployment
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its ability to deter Soviet nuclear strikes. Since the USSR had first produced nuclear

weapons, the US had relied on its own nuclear capabilities to guard against attacks.

As outlined in the 1946 The Absolute Weapon, it was the devastating potential of the

second strike that prevented the first from ever happening [BDW+46]. However, had

early estimates of Soviet ICBM deployments been accurate, the USSR’s overwhelming

missile count would have given it a time-window with the ability to destroy every US

air base and ICBM site—neutralizing the US capacity to strike back—in a single

wave.

In 1957, the US intelligence community estimated that the Soviet Union would

soon have an ICBM stock that could completely overwhelm the US. Although the

estimates varied by agency, the consensus was that the USSR would soon have an

adequate stock to simultaneously launch multiple missiles at every Strategic Air Com-
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mand (SAC) air base and US ICBM site [Off96]. As the US did not yet have nuclear-

capable submarines (the missing piece of the eventual nuclear triad), such a strike

would neutralize or destroy the entire US nuclear arsenal. As Gen Thomas White

phrased it, the Soviet Union would be able to “initiate general war with very little

risk of retaliatory major destruction to their national strengths” [Kap91, 155].

Origins of the missile gap

Given the importance of the estimates, it is perhaps surprising that they were so

fundamentally flawed. Researchers have identified three broad reasons for the failure.

First, the United States did not have quality intelligence on either Soviet capabilities

or Soviet intentions. Secondly, Khrushchev and the Soviet Union deliberately mis-

represented their actual strength. And finally, the biases of the people crafting the

US estimates ensured that any miscalculations of Soviet missile capacity would favor

Soviet strength [BB13].

The information vacuum that enabled Khrushchev’s deceptions and encouraged

American fears existed by design. After WWII, Stalin imposed draconian security

measures that restricted foreign travel in the USSR and closed most avenues of intelli-

gence collection to the US and its allies. Though intelligence agencies were able to de-

velop limited human intelligence sources during the slightly-more-liberal Khrushchev

era, the missile program was uniquely protected; its personnel isolated, its develop-

ment masked, and its primary test sites placed in a remote of Kazakhstan [BB13].

The difficulties introduced by the dearth of reliable intelligence were compounded

by the nature of the task. The agencies and individuals producing the estimates be-

hind the missile gap argued that the missiles would be broadly dispersed across the

Soviet territory. As such, intelligence agencies were tasked with “proving a negative”:

that the USSR did not have wide-spread ICBM deployments [BB13]. To definitely

answer that question, the US would require complete coverage of all possible launch
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sites. U2 overflights and early satellite coverage would gradually shrink the official es-

timates but it was not until the US secured broad satellite coverage of Soviet territory

that the missile gap was broadly accepted as nonexistent.

The US intelligence community’s limited successes with Colonel Oleg Penkovsky

and the U2 program demonstrate how difficult it was to secure high-quality infor-

mation from behind the Iron Curtain. Colonel Penkovsky—a high-ranking official in

the GRU—was perhaps the valuable source of intelligence to the US and its allies

during the course of the missile gap crises. He established contact with the CIA and

British intelligence in August of 1960 and provided testimony and documents that

gave valuable insight into both the strategic thinking of Soviet leaders and technical

details on the Soviet missile program. However, he was unmasked only two years

after becoming a CIA source and eventually executed [PP11].

The U2 reconnaissance aircraft program would prove to be similar in both value

and limitations. Initially able to fly out of reach of Soviet anti-air defenses and

fighter jets, the U2 gave the Eisenhower administration its first real look behind

the Iron Curtain. Over four years (1956-1960), U2-mounted cameras regularly tra-

versed Soviet airspace and photographed 1.5 million square miles of Soviet Terri-

tory—approximately 15% of its total landmass. The information collected with the

U2 narrowed estimates of Soviet ICBM counts though they remained stubbornly high

[Tau03, 315].

Using data collected from the U2 program, several key individuals within the US

intelligence community were able to correctly deduce that the official estimates were

incorrect. In 1959, Allan Dulles’s CIA had already concluded that the Soviets likely

had no more than handful of deployed ICBMs. However, their estimates contracted

the extreme estimates of the military branches and the secrecy of the U2 program

meant that the evidence could not be shared broadly to defend their position [Tau03,

296] [PW98, 315].
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Despite its value, the U2 was always a dangerous tool. Every overflight angered

Khrushchev and risked direct confrontation with Soviet Union. Despite the value

of the intelligence the U2 could provide, it was only flown over the USSR 24 times

during its operational lifespan and ended with Soviet air defenses shooting down a

U2, capturing its pilot and valuable technology on the aircraft, and setting off a crisis

and ending the program.

The stubborn fog gave the Kremlin control over the private information of the

USSR and it took full advantage of the opportunity to misrepresent Soviet strength.

Beginning in 1959, Soviet diplomats and leaders began to preach the good word of the

Soviet stockpile. Khrushchev led the way with statements such as “the production of

intercontinental ballistic missile has been set up successfully” and “now we have such

a stock of rockets, such an amount of atomic and hydrogen weapons, that if they

attack us, we could wipe our potential enemies off the face of the earth” [Cen60].

Enough time had passed since the successful ICBM tests, and Kremlin held enough

private information to give the statements credibility even though the USSR did not

have a single ICBM deployed and would deploy fewer than ten within two years.

This point was made directly to US intelligence officials by their only (known)

high-level asset during that period. During his in-person meeting with his American

and British case officers, Colonel Penkovsky described the Soviet ICBM an elaborate

hoax. He told his handlers that it was practically nonexistent and that Khrushchev

was more interested in fostering the impression of a successful program than he was

in actually building one [PP11, 129].

Though Soviet leaders estimated that they would benefit from perceptions of a

large ICBM stockpile, the had no real intention of broadly deploying their first ICBM

platform (R-7 / SS-6). Unlike the solid-fuel rockets that both the USSR and US

were rushing to develop, the liquid-fueled R-7 was a logistical nightmare. Due to its

cryogenic fuel system, it took approximately twenty hours to ready before launching
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and could not be kept launch-ready for more than day. Further, the infrastructure

required to maintain and launch the rocket meant that launch sites could not be hid-

den and hardened underground, leaving the platform vulnerable to air strikes [Tau03,

262]. Rather than investing heavily in a platform that they knew would quickly

become outdated, Soviet leaders relied on their ability to hide and misrepresent.

The assumptions and incentives of the people producing estimates of Soviet ICBM

counts also may have played a role in creating the myth of the missile gap. Nearly all

US decision makers and analysts started with the assumption that the Soviet Union

desired the ability to completely overwhelm the US. When Soviet leaders made claims

that confirmed their biases, they appeared less likely to challenge them. Further,

several historians have pointed that the more an organization was poised to benefit

from perceptions of a missile gap, the more inflated their estimated counts were.

Alan Dulles seems to have shared the perspective during the crises and—after a

disagreement with US Air Force in front of a Senate committee—implored President

Eisenhower to use the U2 to the “maximum degree possible” to settle the internal

disagreements about the estimates [Tau03, 296-297].

Effects of the missile gap

While a gap never existed and a fight never broke out the missile gap still had costs

that inform the general costs of competition with private information. These costs can

be broadly grouped into two categories: draining arms races and risky reconnaissance.

No leader enjoys grappling with uncertainty, but Eisenhower was particularly

attuned to both the tactical and strategic risks of intelligences shortfalls. Tactically,

his years of battlefield command taught him the terrible price of not knowing. The

Japanese surprise attack at Pearl Harbor and the German surprise attack on US forces

under Eisenhower’s command in the Battle of the Bulge were both so destructive

because they were unanticipated. As damaging as those attacks were, Eisenhower
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was also aware that nuclear weapons made surprise attacks both easier to execute

and significantly more dangerous [Tau03, 29].

Strategically, Eisenhower was more concerned with how the unknown inevitably

led to governance by fear. Shortly after his inauguration, he stressed the importance

of intelligence in an interview: “Without intelligence you would only have your fears

on which to place your own defense. . . Now if you’re going to use nothing but fear and

that’s all you have, you are going to make us into an armed camp” [Eis02]. Stalin’s

death in 1953 gave him an opportunity to expand on the point. In his Atoms for

Peace address, he predicted that governing through fear would bring “a burden of

arms draining the wealth and the labor of all peoples; a wasting of strength that defies

the American system or the Soviet system or any system to achieve true abundance

and happiness for the peoples of this earth.” Forced to prepare for every dreadful

possibility, it was the people of the two rival states that would bear the burden:

“Every gun that is made, every warship launched, every rocket fired signifies, in the

final sense, a theft from those who hunger and are not fed, those who are cold and

are not clothed” [Eis53, 119].

Without adequate information, the rival powers were forced into a perpetual arms

race. Unable to trust the other enough to cooperate and always a single misstep away

from destruction. The enormous risks of that position helped Eisenhower to accept

the significant risks it took to secure information about the Soviet ICBM program.

Unable to effectively penetrate the largely closed Soviet society, the Eisenhower ad-

ministration guided the creation of the U2 reconnaissance aircraft: a high-altitude

reconnaissance jet that was able to fly out of the reach of Soviet air defenses.

To Khrushchev, the U2 overflights were embarrassing and threatening. Every

successful U2 mission was a visible symbol of American technical superiority. Later

in life he recalled that “We were sick and tired of these unpleasant surprises, sick and

tired of being subject to these indignities. There were making these flights show up
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our impotence” [KTCS71, 444].

In response to the persistent agitation, Khrushchev devoted significant resources

to developing anti-aircraft systems to defeat the U2. In 1960 that goal was realized

when Gary Powers was shot down and captured while attempting to photograph the

Tyuratam test base and a new ICBM missile base at Plesetsk [Tau03, 305]. The

ensuing crises would prove to be a low point for President Eisenhower.

After a botched attempt at a coverup by his administration (based on the false

assumption that Powers had been killed and not captured), Eisenhower was compelled

to acknowledge the existence of the U2 program and true purpose of Powers’s flight.

Though truthful, the admission did little to quell Khrushchev’s rage. In the days

followed, the Soviet Premier threatened to attack the air bases that staged U2 flights

and warned that further flights could lead to war [Tau03, 313]. So, at the height

of American fears over the missile gap, Eisenhower grounded the U2 program. As

valuable as it had been, it was no long viable both because the aircraft were now

physically vulnerable and because the risks were no long politically viable.

While the U2 program proved the promise of high-altitude aerial reconnaissance,

it also showed the vulnerability of the approach. The window between U2 deployment

and obsolescence was small and the risks were large. The US continued its pursuit

of the “higher and faster” reconnaissance jet with the development of the A-12 and

SR-71—the spiritual successors to the U2—but never flew either over Soviet airspace.

Overflights, spies, and other forms in intelligence collection that require, or risk,

contact will always be dangerous. They inflame emotions and play well to political

theatre. Crises borne of private information—where the dangers of not knowing

outweigh the risks of intelligence collection—will always drive decision makers towards

accepting higher risks.

By the time Robert McNamara publicly announced that the missile gap was a

myth—and potentially favored the United States—several Corona satellites were suc-
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cessfully launched, reentered, and recovered before analysts developed their film and

turned it into actionable intelligence. The pictures showed clearly what several had

already suspected: there was no wide-scale ICBM deployments in the Soviet Union.

The myth was dispelled and a new era of private information had begun.

4.4.2 Satellites after the missile gap

As impressive as satellites were in their first act, they became even more important

in their second. Once the launch-and-recover satellite systems were mature in both

the US and the USSR, each of the major powers had perpetual confidence in the

general capabilities and technological developments in the other. Each still held

private information—especially of the strategic sort—but neither could build new

production capabilities or major weapons platforms without the other knowing. While

the two states were locked in bitter competition for most of the Cold War, they were

also exceptionally cooperative.

In addition to the fact that they never directly fought, once satellite imaging was

available the two states also cooperated extensively on limiting arms. While pitching

the SALT II agreement to the American people, President Carter made the point

very clear:

SALT II does not rely on trust; it will be verifiable. We have very sophis-

ticated, proven means, including our satellites, to determine for ourselves

whether or not the Soviet Union is meeting its treaty obligations. I will

sign no agreement which cannot be verified [Car79].

Vice President Al Gore expressed a similar sentiment on the occasion of the declas-

sification of the Corona program: “Satellite coverage gave us the confidence to pursue

arms control agreements—agreements that eventually led to dramatic decreases in the

number of nuclear weapons and their delivery systems” [Ruf07].That President Nixon
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sent examples of the latest satellite imagery to President Eisenhower—the political

father of the technology—on his death bed shows how important the technology was

to both men [Tau03, 324].

However, satellite reconnaissance was (and largely is) as expensive as it is valuable.

Until very recently, high-quality satellite imagery was available only to the most

powerful states and their allies. The effect of satellites on their behavior is clear but

any statistical analysis of the same effects would be impossibly complicated by the

extremely limited number of cases. Cases exploring their use makes it clear that

satellites were revolutionary and continue to be immensely valuable but they would

be a poor instrument for a quantitative test of bargaining theory. In contrast, digital

insecurities open the door for even minor powers to build power intelligence collection

systems.

4.5 Digital insecurities and private information

In the following section I will demonstrate how digital insecurities are shrinking the

amount of private information between states. I begin with a discussion of military

capabilities and provide examples of how digital insecurities expose them. I continue

with a discussion on determining commitment among leaders and populations.

4.5.1 Military

Capabilities

Accurate information about the military capability of a competing state is central to

the estimates that determine the cooperation space. While there is no perfect way to

quantify military capability, information on weapons and personnel undeniably helps

states to produce better estimates of capabilities. I discuss each in turn.
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Weapons have never been as complex or advanced as they are now and that makes

private information about specific weapons particularly powerful. A medieval army

that found itself with inferior weapons could still rely on superior numbers to carry

the battle. Modern weapons platforms like stealth fighters and precision-munitions

require advanced technology to even detect and larger numbers only make a larger

target. Any credible estimate of relative strength requires an understanding of the

weapons each has.

It may be tempting to think that the erosion of private information on weapons

platforms would only encourage peace in the pre-war phase, as once weapons are in

use their capabilities are generally laid bare. However, the bombings of Hiroshima

and Nagasaki illustrate exactly how damaging private information about weapons

can be even in ongoing conflicts. Because the US had an incentive to misrepresent its

growing strength during a difficult war, even if the US had warned Japan that it had

built multiple nuclear bombs (and that Russia was likely going to join the war soon),

the Japanese leadership would likely see it as a ploy to misrepresent their strength.

However, digital insecurities provide credible information about even the most

advanced weapons platforms as is evidence by Chinese hacks of US defense networks.

In a series of hacks that US investigators codenamed Byzantine Hades, a single unit

of the Chinese People’s Liberation Army managed to:

1. Gain significant access to more than 500 DoD systems

2. Compromise over 600,000 DoD user accounts

3. Compromise 33,000 US Air Force officer records

4. Access air refueling schedules (exposing projection capabilities)

5. Access contractor research & development
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6. Access information on naval missile navigation and tracking systems, nuclear

submarines, anti-air missile designs, B2, the F-22, the F-35, Space-Based Lasers,

and “others”

In all, Byzantine Hades extracted an estimated 50 terabytes (“five libraries of

Congress”) worth of critical data. Just assessing the damage and replacing compro-

mised devices cost the US military more than $100 million [App15].

Data on the F-35 was particularly valuable. The F-35 is the most expensive

weapons platform ever developed. At an estimated total cost $1.5 trillion over its

lifetime, the fifth-generation stealth fighter was intended to tip the scales of the air-

power competition in favor of the US and its participating allies. As is standard with

any military project, the development process and final capabilities of the fighter were

a closely-guarded secret. However, because so many details about the F-35 design

and programming were stored digitally, they did not stay secret for long. Internal

US military documents (ironically leaked) give a partial accounting of how Chinese

operatives exfiltrated secret data on the F-35. The hacked data included details on

the F-35’s radar design, detailed engine schematics that expose some of the F-35’s

capabilities, and “many terabytes” of other data related to the fighter.

As deep as it was, exfiltration goes well beyond Byzantine Hades. A 2019 cyber-

security readiness review for the US Navy concludes that there has been “an erosion

of the US military advantage via the theft of critical information on weapon systems,

advanced technologies, and unique capabilities and systemic and individual human

vulnerabilities” [BOMS19]. The report followed a string of incidents in which sus-

pected Chinese hackers compromised more than two dozen university research teams

and defense contractors working on the next generation of navy weapons technology.

Though much of what was stolen remains a secret, it appears that the hackers took

data from programs developing crucial new capabilities for the US submarine fleet,

including information on a program that would allow submarines to launch anti-ship
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missiles while submerged [Vol19].

The capabilities and counts of military personnel available to a military are also

essential to estimating its strength. Militaries are complex machines that require

extensive record keeping to run efficiently. Military personnel records can reveal

training histories, individual capabilities, and deployment patterns. Together these

records can reveal a great deal about overall capabilities. In addition to the OPM

and Byzantine Hades hacks which exposed many military personnel records, the US

Navy revealed in 2016 that it had lost control over an additional 130,000 personnel

records after a single compromised laptop was connected to their network [Bee16].

There is clearly value in the records and they are clearly hard to keep private.

Strategy

Military strategy is another import part of determining relative strength. A smart

strategy can allow an opponent to outlast or outmaneuver an otherwise superior

force. To be effectively executed, strategies must be distributed and discussed. The

speed and accessibility of digital technologies make them indispensable for this task

and makes them harder to keep private. While strategies can change faster than

capabilities—making the acquisition slightly less valuable—private information about

strategies can still obscure bargaining.

Keeping shared strategies secret is especially difficult. This is demonstrated by

North Korea’s hack of US/South Korean contingency invasion plans. The plan in-

cluded specific tactical steps (like dispensing a special ops team to eliminate Kim

Jung Un) and likely gave North Korean planners a good idea of the costs that the

US and South Korea would impose on North Korea if war were to break out [SH17].

Supporting the broader argument of this paper, North Korea’s hack came after re-

ports of a successful US/South Korean hack of North Korea’s primary intelligence

service. The information highway has two lanes and moving traffic means less private
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information.

4.5.2 Willingness to fight / Population Resolve

Private information about a state’s their willingness to accept the costs of a potential

war is often as important as information about its capabilities. A state that is not

truly committed to fighting will accept a lower offer than a state that is. Commitment

also informs estimates about costs on both sides of a potential war as more resolved

states will generally require higher costs to defeat so understanding commitment is

essential to finding an acceptable bargaining space.

However, as states can generally benefit by appearing to be willing to fight, most

states will not trust the cheap talk of their adversaries in this area. Sending credible

signals about resolve requires costly signals like force mobilizations that risk conflict

and beginning wars that the states risks losing. Digital insecurities again provide a

middle road. Information hacked is more credible than information offered.

To understand whether a rival state is ready to go to war, and what kinds of costs

they are willing to bear in the process, a state needs information on both leader and

popular resolve (to a different degree depending on the context). I discuss how digital

insecurities impact each in turn.

Two divisions inside the NSA exemplify the potential reach of cyber intelligence:

the Equations Group and Tailored Access Operations (TAO). A full accounting of

their information-collecting exploits would likely require several books, but private

cyber forensics and leaks demonstrate their capabilities. The mission of both groups

is simple; they are tasked with secretly hacking into high-value computers and com-

munications networks and taking as much data as they can without being caught.

While the US government discloses some data breaches, the Chinese government has

never commented on successful hacks of their systems despite claims that TAO has

been successfully penetrating Chinese systems for more than 15 years and “generating
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some of the best and most reliable intelligence information about what is going on

inside the People’s Republic of China” [Aid13]. TAO also allegedly tapped the SEA-

ME-WE-4 fiber optic cable, giving them broad access to Internet data as it transits

from North Africa, the Middle East, and South Asia.

However, capturing data in transit is becoming increasingly difficult as encryption

becomes standard on many platforms. That is not a problem for the Equations Group

which develops tools like Flame and EternalBlue. Both tools gave the NSA full control

over infected computers, allowing the NSA view private data before it was encrypted

or after it was decrypted [Goo12, NT17]. With the right target, similar tools could

prove invaluable to understanding the strategic mindset of a potential adversary.

Population resolve and support for combat are both also important for sustaining

a war, especially in democracies. While states can use the same hacking and malware

techniques to collect information from private citizens, the proliferation of public-by-

default social media and Internet publication platforms is giving any interested party

unprecedented access to detailed public opinions [AD19]. Using techniques commonly

known as opinion mining, any organization with the interest and the resources can

collect and track public opinion on virtually any subject [PP10, Liu12].

Fearon also includes private information about third-state intentions as a potential

spoiler for bargains. The methods for acquiring this information will be identical.

4.6 Testing challenges

If I am correct in claiming that digital insecurities significantly impact private infor-

mation between states, and the extensive bargaining theory literature is correct in its

assessment of the relationship between private information and interstate competi-

tion, then digital insecurities must be significantly impacting interstate competition.

As influential as bargaining theory has been in international relations, tests of
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the theory have—thus far—been limited to demonstrations of plausibility. Fearon

and Wagner use formal models and case studies to show how the framework could

explain some conflicts but go no further. Several follow-on studies have also tested

the mechanism in a lab setting, but these have been inconclusive and dependent on

convenience samples [Tin10]. That rationalist explanations for war have survived 25

years without rigorous empirical testing is perhaps surprising given their influence in

academic conceptions of conflict and cooperation.

There are several possible explanations for the apparent absence of empirical tests.

First, it is possible that competent analyses have had reach null findings and so were

stored away in a file drawer [Ros79]. However, given the importance bargaining

theory, null results are more likely to be considered notable and publishable.

A more likely explanation is that testing the bargaining theory is exceptionally

difficult. Traditional statistical approaches are not well suited to dealing with the

complexity of the international system. Even more, interstate war is a rare event

in the modern context. A typical dyad-year setup would have fewer than 0.1% of

observations with conflict onset. Some researchers attempt to remedy this problem

by combining conflict initiation and continuation, but in doing so end up studying

a different problem entirely [DM05]. Compounding the problem is the fact that

rationalists do not claim to explain all wars, but an undefined sample of them, further

restricting the pool of positive samples.

An empirical analysis of bargaining theory focused strictly on war also must also

deal with the counterfactual problem. That is, the wars that would have happened

had the adversarial parties not had enough private information. And even if a re-

searcher were interested in studying a strict sample of rational wars and rational

non-wars, the conditions for rational behavior are also never well defined. Should we

expect a certain type of leader to be rational? Or are there certain classes of disputes

where the line can be drawn?
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I attempt to overcome each challenge in this project:

1. Conflict is rare

(a) Focus on cooperation

i. This is an implied behavior of high-information dyads

(b) Restrict the sample to plausible dyads—contiguity and blue water navies

i. This restriction eliminates many dyads that have a near-zero proba-

bility of either conflict or cooperation and serve only to distort the

analysis

2. Rationalist explanations do not claim bargaining theory explain all conflict and

cooperation

(a) Assume that it explains enough to be measurable. If it fails this test it is

not a useful theory

3. Many confounding variables: nuclear weapons, military power, democratic in-

stitutions, trade networks

(a) Use cross-validated lasso to to isolate the variables that matter in out-of-

sample prediction

(b) Testing cooperation also limits many of the confounding effects

4. Information levels are unclear

(a) Run one model with PCA of several measures of information

i. This approach reduces several broad measures of intelligence collection

abilities into a single common dimension, hopefully “distilling” a true

measure and serving as a general test of the role of information in

cooperation
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(b) Run another with just cardinal count of Internet users

i. This serves as a more direct test of the effect of digital insecurities

alone

4.7 Data Sources

To measure cooperation between states I depend on the Alliance Treaty Obligations

and Provisions (ATOP) data [LRML02]. ATOP is a dataset that covers all security

alliances and agreements between 1815 and 2016. It includes five obligation types:

1. Defensive: members promise to provide active military support when the sovereignty

or territorial integrity of any other member is attacked.

2. Offensive: members promise to provide active military support to other mem-

bers under any conditions not met by a defensive agreement—regardless of

whether that support will be use to maintain the status quo.

3. Neutrality: members either promise not join either side of any conflict involving

other members or promise not to join with members’ adversaries in a conflict.

4. Nonaggression: members promise to not using force to settle disputes between

each other.

5. Consultation: members promise to consult with each other during any crisis

that risks becoming a militarized conflict.

The ATOP data is a useful dependent variable for several reasons. First, it is

strictly focused on military cooperation, the sort of cooperation implied by bargaining

theory. Second, it covers a broad range of agreement types. This means that it

captures “strong” cooperation between states that compatible incentives (offensive
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and defensive alliances) but also “weak” cooperation between states that may have

conflicting incentives but also have high information and realize that they stand to

gain from an agreement not to fight. Third, as a matter of statistical practicality,

there are many more entries in the ATOP data than there are in any dataset of

interstate militarized conflict. This enables meaningful analysis and inference.

To capture the amount of information states are able to collect, I rely on a com-

bination of satellite data, financial data, and internet data.

For data on reconnaissance satellites, I rely on Gunter’s Space Page. Gunter’s

space page is a database of every successfully orbited artificial satellite. Public data on

both historical satellites and actively orbiting satellites is exceptionally high quality.

Even amateur astronomers are able to detect satellites using consumer-grade scopes

and so enthusiasts have been tracking and recording satellite launches and orbits since

Sputnik.

Gunter’s Space Page takes the additional step of classifying satellites according to

their function. For this project, I restrict the data to military (or suspected mil-

itary) optical and radar imaging satellites. Beginning around 2010, high-quality

commercial imaging satellites became available, significantly leveling the reconnais-

sance playing field. While commercial satellite options are powerful, nations that

control their own satellites have the advantage of choosing their timing and their

targets. They also do not have to build satellites that are profitable and so they can

deploy more powerfully-specified systems. President Trump’s decision to tweet pic-

tures from modern reconnaissance satellite—which enthusiasts were quickly able to

identify—demonstrated that military-grade satellites are still superior to their com-

mercial counterparts [Obe19].

In the data, satellites information is expressed in the satellite-day unit. In the

early days of reconnaissance satellites, modules were launched, orbited for a number

of days, and then deorbited so pictures they captured on film could be processed.
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Most of the early modules were orbited for between one and two weeks so their use

was governed by strategic need. Modern satellites can transmit their data remotely

and thus remain in orbit much longer, but because most become non-functioning or

obsolete within a decade I exclude any satellite that has been in orbit for more than

10 years. This data is shown in Figure 4.7.

Figure 4.7. Military Optical/Radar Satellite-days by Country
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Satellite data from Gunter’s Space Page [Kre20]

In building the composite measure for information I also include measures for

a country’s total imports and exports from the Correlates of War project and the

International Monetary Fund [BKP09]. Import and exports can be a reflection of

technical capability on their own, and serve as proxy for the ability to purchase

digital intelligence collection services and commercial satellite imagery.

I also include data on the total number of Internet users in each country from
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the International Telecommunications Union [Int20]. States closely guard their true

capabilities in cyberspace but the number of Internet users can be used as rough

proxy. The more Internet users a country has, the more Internet experts it is likely

to have. States with higher numbers of Internet users are also more likely to have

a stronger digital infrastructure and thus have the technical ability to conduct more

cyber espionage. States with higher levels of Internet usage also have more digital

insecurities and thus share more of their private information. This is expressed a

cardinal measure rather than a proportion as a small country with a high percentage

of Internet users will still be less likely to secure or expose private information through

digital insecurities. This is also a particularly valuable measure because of the rapid

growth in Internet adoption across the sample, as can be seen in Figure 4.8. This

makes it the perfect test for the role of private information.

Figure 4.8. Internet Users
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To account for the classic explanations of the changing nature of interstate com-

petition, I also include data on joint democracy, dyadic trade, nuclear weapons, and

total military expenditures.

I use Polity V to create a binary indicator variable for dyad-years in which both

countries are democracies. That democracies fight less is a foundational observation

of the liberal peace. While scholars disagree about exactly why democracies fight less

(and thus cooperate more), all agree that they do [Owe94, DMMSS99, Ros03, Lay94].

A dyad-year indicator is a simple but sufficient way to account for these effects.

I use the same Correlates of War/IMF data used in the composite information

score to measure the total trade in each dyad-year [BKP09]. While I use each coun-

tries total trading volume in the information composite, in the dyad-year the data is

restricted to trade between the two members of the dyad. The empirical link between

trade and cooperation is well established, even if—as with the democratic peace—

scholars disagree about exactly why trade encourages peace [Cop96, McD04, DW10].

The typical story is that trade rewards and encourages specialization and when coun-

tries specialize they become increasingly interdependent. Interdependence raises the

costs of war and thus encourages states to settle disputes by other means.

I also include the number of countries in each dyad-year that have nuclear weapons.

No technology more drastically affects the cost calculus of nuclear weapons and so

perhaps no technology has discouraged major conflicts more. Only nine countries

actively maintain a nuclear arsenal, but all three blue water navies in the data have

nuclear weapons so they are given a stronger weight than would be observed in a

normal dyad-year dataset.

I include each country’s total military expenditure from SIPRI [SIP18]. This

serves as a measure of a state’s conventional military power. Military power is one

of the key types of private information and so much be accounted for in any model

the purports to test bargaining theory. I opted to use military expenditure over
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the Correlates of War National Material Capabilities measure because the latter is

unavailable after 2012.

4.8 Approach

4.8.1 Data restrictions

I conduct the analysis at the dyad-year level between 1995 and 2016. This time frame

coincides with the rapid adoption of the Internet (see Figure 4.8) and so serves as

an excellent testing bench for the effects of information generally and the impact of

digitization specifically. Although it might initially make sense to conduct a similar

study using data from the Cold War to measure the impact of satellites, as can be

seen in Figure 4.7, the technology was out of reach to almost every country but the

US and the USSR for the bulk of the Cold War. Although the two superpowers

shared intelligence with their allies, it is unclear when the information was shared

and in what quantity. This all means that conclusions about private information

using satellites are best reached by analyzing cases and not through large-n studies.

I also limit the ATOP agreements to neutrality and nonaggression agreements in

two models. Offensive and defensive alliances are generally formed between parties

that have a strong history of cooperation that is likely independent of the private

information they may retain. In theory, this should be a more robust test of cooper-

ation in the face of competition. Examples of the types of competitive cooperation

capture in the ATOP data include the 1962 Laotian neutrality agreement between

the US and the USSR, the 2012 nonaggression agreement between Sudan and South

Sudan, and the 1992 nonaggression agreement between France and Russia.

I also limit the number of dyads in the data. Due to the largely regional nature of

security cooperation, I limit dyads to countries with either (1) land or sea contiguity

or (2) at least one member maintaining a blue water navy throughout the range of
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the data. Data on direct contiguity comes from the Correlates of War project and

I include dyads with and type of contiguity [STD+02]. Countries largely considered

to have blue water navies throughout the range of the data include the US, the UK,

and France. I make this restriction to eliminate entirely implausible relationships

from masking whatever effect information may have on cooperation: it is extremely

unlikely that Mali will have any sort of military agreement or dispute with Chile,

but entirely plausible for it to do the same with any of its neighbors or a blue water

power.

4.8.2 Models

As a general test of the role of information in interstate cooperation, I first use

principal component analysis (PCA) to build a composite measure of a state’s access

to private information. PCA is method to reduce two, three, or higher dimensional

data into its principal components, from which the data can be reduced to single

dimension [WEG87]. PCA is often used in projects focused on prediction because it

can often distill “what matters” from several related variables. I build the information

measure in my analysis using each country-year’s:

1. Satellite-days: imaging, radar, and SIGINT

2. Total imports

3. Total exports

4. Number of Internet Users

These measures capture the direct abilities to gather intelligence via satellites and

the economic and technical capacity to collect and analyze intelligence from digital

insecurities.
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As can be seen in Tables I and II, the PCA successfully reduces the measures with

each contributing to the final product.

Table I. Information PCA - eigenvectors

Variable Comp1 Unexplained
Satellite Days Imaging 0.44 0.16
Satellite Days Radar 0.39 0.34
Satellite Days SIGINT 0.24 0.75
Total Imports 0.44 0.13
Total Exports 0.45 0.11
n Internet Users 0.43 0.19
n obs 27,134

Table II. PCA component correlation

Component Eigenvalue Difference Proportion Cumulative
Comp1 4.32 3.4 0.72 0.72
Comp2 0.92 0.55 0.15 0.87
Comp3 0.37 0.08 0.06 0.93
Comp4 0.29 0.2 0.05 0.98
Comp5 0.09 0.07 0.01 1
Comp6 0.02 . 0.003 1
n obs 27,134
n of comp 1
trace 6
rho 0.72

Given the complexity of the data, I use a logistic LASSO regression as my pri-

mary model approach. The LASSO is a regression method that—depending on the

variety—applies an increasingly strong penalty to a models coefficients (λ) until all

of the model’s coefficients are zeroed out [Tib96]. This approach is especially useful

for variable selection or for models that may have highly correlated variables. The

approach solves the following optimization problem:

1
N

∑N
i=1

{
ATOPi(β0 + x′iβ)− log(1 + eβ0+x′iβ)

}
− λ

N
‖β‖1

where ATOPi is the indicator variable for an ATOP agreement in each dyad, xi is the

vector of predictors, and β is the vector of parameters to be estimated (coefficients).
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λ
N
‖β‖1 imposes the penalty on the absolute size of β (the coefficients).

In line with this project’s focus on predictive capacity, I use a 10-fold cross-

validated version of the LASSO to select λ. This means that the estimation process

is run 10 times for each test, with 10% of the data excluded from the training process

from the training process in each run. The model is then applied to the excluded

test data is then used to identify the value for λ which has the highest out-of-sample

(OOS) accuracy.

This is a rigorous test. To validate my argument about the role of digital insecu-

rities, the measure must add real value to an out-of-sample test and have a positive

coefficient (meaning that digital insecurities encourage cooperation).

4.9 Results

Interpreting the LASSO models in this context should be done in two phases. First,

only variables that “survive” the LASSO penalty (λ) in the out-of-sample test should

be considered as viable. After λ is chosen, the coefficients on the variables still in the

model can be read in the same way as a typical linear model.

The results appear to confirm that information and digital insecurities play a role

in interstate cooperation. As can be seen in Table III, the LASSO model maximized

for prediction includes the number of Internet users in each dyad and the coefficient

is positive. The effect is smaller than the those of proximity, nuclear weapons, or

joint democratic institutions but this is not surprising given that these are three of

the most powerful factors in determining how states interact.

The results hold for the model that includes in the composite information score

from the PCA, as seen in Table IV. Tables and figures summarizing lasso performance

are available in the appendix. As with the more limited model, information remains

an important part of the prediction-maximized LASSO regression and the coefficients
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have signs consistent with confirming the positive role that reductions in private

information play in encouraging peace. In this case, an interaction of the information

levels between the dyad countries i and j is used to account for the how various

combinations of high and low levels of information alter expected outcomes (high/high

encouraging cooperation, low/low enabling conflict). The results are also consistent

in the models limited to non-aggression and neutrality pacts, as can be seen in Tables

V and IV.

There are some notable differences between the models using different slices of

the ATOP alliance data. Although the information measure has consistent signs in

the models using both neutrality and non-aggression pacts, the coefficients on nu-

clear weapons, military expenditure, and trade switch signs. This is likely due to the

nature of the agreement categories. Non-aggression pacts are generally signed be-

tween countries in close physical proximity that might otherwise be at risk of fighting

directly. Neutrality pacts are often formed to prevent states from becoming inadver-

tently entangled in a conflict that both would otherwise like to avoid—such as the

previously cited Laotian neutrality pact between the US and USSR.

The results on nuclear weapons make the point clear. In the model using only non-

aggression pacts (Table V), nuclear weapons have a negative coefficient, indicating

that states with nuclear weapons are less likely to sign such non-aggression pacts

and agreements. Nuclear weapons are such a strong deterrent on their own that

they likely render non-aggression pacts redundant. However, nuclear weapons have

a positive effect on neutrality pacts. The destructive potential of nuclear weapons

makes the direct conflicts prevented by non-aggression pacts nearly impossible and

the accidental entanglements prevented by neutrality pacts more dangerous.
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Table III. LASSO - Internet users coefficients.
All ATOP DV.

Dyad variable Coefficient
Capital distance -1.46
Count nuclear -0.49
Joint democracy 0.67
Military expenditure i 0.16
Military expenditure j 0.46
n internet users (sum) 0.31
Constant 0.53
n obs 15872
n covariates 6
n CV folds 10

Table IV. LASSO - Information PCA Coefficients.
All ATOP DV.

Dyad variable
Coefficient
(standardized)

Capital
distance

-1.42

Count nuclear -0.52
Joint democracy 0.66
Military expenditure 0.422
Trade 0.16
Info PCA i 0.41
Info PCA j 0.31
Info PCA
interaction

0.11

Constant 0.53
n obs 17835
n covariates 9
n CV folds 10

4.10 Conclusion

My findings offer empirical support to explanations of conflict framed by bargaining

theory and to the idea that digital insecurities can reduce private information and

thus encourage peace. These conclusions do have some limitations. Further studies

are needed with broader data on cooperation, perhaps using event data. I also do
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Table V. LASSO - Information PCA Coefficients.
ATOP non-aggression DV.

Dyad variable
Coefficient
(standardized)

Capital
distance

-1.42

Count nuclear -0.56
Joint democracy 0.68
Military expenditure 0.39
Trade 0.17
Info PCA i 0.42
Info PCA j 0.36
Info PCA
interaction

0.14

Constant 0.49
n obs 17835
n covariates 9
n CV folds 10

Table VI. LASSO - Information PCA Coefficients.
ATOP neutrality DV.

Dyad variable
Coefficient
(standardized)

Capital
distance

-3.51

Count nuclear 0.3
Joint democracy 0.16
Military expenditure -4.05
Trade -0.87
Info PCA i 0.73
Info PCA j 1.36
Info PCA
interaction

0.52

Constant -7.15
n obs 17835
n covariates 9
n CV folds 10

not account for information-sharing networks like Five Eyes that can give otherwise

minor power access to very high amounts of private information. Finally, it would

be useful to develop more holistic measures for both national cyber capabilities and
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digital insecurities to reinforce my findings. Despite these limitations, the results are

informative.

My argument is not that the United States should unilaterally “open its books”

and ignore the importance of cybersecurity. Rather, my argument is that the US

should work to maintain and establish norms which enable it to collect valuable

private information without running the risk of broader escalation. A comparison

to satellites is again informative. Understanding what information is exposed to

satellites is critical, shielding some activities from their view is valuable, and attacking

reconnaissance satellites—or the countries that launch them—would be a disaster.

There are limits to the comparison but the same principles hold for cyber-surveillance:

the United States gains so much more than it gives up and the international system

is more stable because information is available.

As valuable as the the glass-house norm may be, support for preserving it ap-

pears to be reaching an inflection point among decision makers in the US under the

Trump administration. In the 2018 Command Vision for US Cyber Command, US-

CYBERCOM argues that the “traditionally high threshold for response to adversary

activity” allows strategic opponents to “weaken our democratic institutions and gain

economic, diplomatic, and military advantages” [Com18]. Previously, the US mili-

tary would classify a hack either as a criminal nuisance or an attack against critical

infrastructure that justified a strong response [Har18]. In the wake USCYBERCOM’s

strategy document, President Trump signed National Security Presidential Memoran-

dum (NPSM) 13 [on offensive cyber weapons]. According to then National Security

Advisor John Bolton, the memo was designed to replace the Obama-era rules for

cyber operations within the Department of Defense (DoD) with a “more agile, expe-

ditious decision-making structure” [Bol20, 156]. Reporting indicates that the DoD

took full advantage of the new decision process and drastically increased offensive

cyber operations [Pom19].
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Shortly after it was signed, the director of the NSA also seemed to confirm that the

memo was having the intended effect. Giving a rare glimpse into a generally-secretive

agency, General Nakasone volunteered that he had new authorities to conduct a “full

spectrum” of defensive and offensive cyber operations. He also added that, for the

first time, the US had begun deploying “cyberwarriors” abroad to “impose costs on

our adversaries” [Nak19].

In addition to NPSM 13, in 2018 President Trump also issued a new set of

rules—known as a presidential finding—to govern the CIA’s activity in cyberspace

[DZMN20]. While officially classified, detailed reporting on the finding indicates that

it gives the agency significant new powers for choosing both targets and cyber attack

methods while removing most US National Security Council (NSC) oversight. For

the finding, major cyber operations went through an extensive vetting process that

often required years to confirm targets and mitigate unnecessary damage. Now, one

former official claimed that cyber operations go from “idea to approval in weeks”. The

finding is also notable for its focus on cyber weapons with destructive capabilities. It

gives the CIA new permissions to infiltrate and damage critical infrastructure, dump

compromising data, and destroy critical data. The tools give the CIA a “vehicle to

strike back” against cyber attacks and to coerce adversaries [DZMN20].

Put together, the US appears to be in the process of shaping new norms for

aggression in cyber space. As appealing as the permissions may be to NSA and CIA

hackers, the US should take care to preserve the glass house norm for intelligence

collection. Overly-aggressive responses to cyber espionage will raise the costs on the

US’s own extensive intelligence operations and decrease stability overall.

Rather than focusing only on the costs of that exposure, policy makers should

consider the broader effects of the standards they are setting. Using the standard

bargaining theory, I show how digital insecurities (and norms that allow for states

to take advantage of those insecurities) contribute to a more peaceful world and by
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escalating punishments for cyber espionage the US will set a dangerous standard.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions

The technologies for generating and modeling data with machine learning techniques

are advancing faster now than ever before. No matter how much the specific tech-

niques may change, the principles I present here are constant. Focusing on prediction

produces better and more relevant work, and machine learning is vital for developing

new data.

Throughout this dissertation I have demonstrated these principles in practice. I

first showed exactly how dangerous it can be to rely solely on in-sample statistical

inferences. Next, I demonstrated how useful new techniques can be for creating new

data, and thus solving many problems in otherwise data-poor areas of study. Finally,

I demonstrate how machine learning can even be used to study some of the big

questions in security studies.

The techniques I use in my work will likely be outdated very soon after this

dissertation is published. However, it is my hope that the example I set will improve

the work of any who follow a similar path.
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Chapter 6

Appendix

6.1 Appendix - Data for Peace

Table I. LASSO - Internet users

ID Description λ
n nonzero
coefficients

OOS dev.
ratio

CV mean
deviance

1 first λ 0.24 0 0.0003 1.35
67 λ before 0.0005 6 0.29 0.96
* 68 selected λ 0.00046 6 0.29 0.96
n obs 15872
n covariates 6
n CV folds 10

* λ selected by cross-validation

Table II. LASSO - Information PCA

ID Description λ
n nonzero
coefficients

OOS dev.
ratio

CV mean
deviance

1 first λ 0.23 0 0.0005 1.35
62 λ before 0.00079 8 0.29 0.96
* 63 selected λ 0.00072 8 0.29 0.96
64 λ after 0.00066 8 0.29 0.96
72 last λ 0.00031 9 0.29 0.96
n obs 17835
n covariates 9
n CV folds 10

* λ selected by cross-validation

LASSO graph
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Figure 6.1. LASSO Internet users

[Int20]

Table III. LASSO - Information PCA

ID Description λ
n nonzero
coefficients

OOS dev.
ratio

CV mean
deviance

1 first λ 0.23 0 0.0005 1.35
62 λ before 0.00083 8 0.3 0.95
* 63 selected λ 0.0008 8 0.3 0.95
64 λ after 0.00073 8 0.3 0.95
72 last λ 0.00031 9 0.3 0.95
n obs 17835
n covariates 9
n CV folds 10

* λ selected by cross-validation

Figure 6.2. LASSO - Information PCA on ATOP Non-Aggression

[Int20]
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Table IV. LASSO - Information PCA

ID Description λ
n nonzero
coefficients

OOS dev.
ratio

CV mean
deviance

1 first λ 0.022 0 0.0004 0.24
62 λ before 1.1e-05 9 0.17 0.2
* 63 selected λ 1.1e-05 9 0.17 0.2
64 λ after 9.68e-06 9 0.17 0.2
72 last λ 7.33e-06 9 0.3 0.95
n obs 17835
n covariates 9
n CV folds 10

* λ selected by cross-validation

Figure 6.3. LASSO - Information PCA on ATOP Neutrality

[Int20]
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